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-   [Calista]   It   is   my   pleasure   to   welcome   back   Dr.   Marty   Biondi   to   physicaltherapy.com.  

Marty   has   been   involved   in   aquatics   for   over   30   years   and   she's   currently   a   physical  

therapist   and   group   exercise   instructor   for   various   levels.   Additionally,   she   is   a   part  

owner   of   an   outpatient   physical   therapy   clinic   where   she   sees   a   variety   of   adult  

orthopedic   and   neurologic   patients.   So,   thank   you   again   for   presenting   for   us   Marty  

and   at   this   time   I'm   gonna   turn   the   microphone   over   to   you.  

 

-   [Marty]   Great,   thank   you   Kalista   and   before   I   start   I'd   like   to   think   both   Kalista   and  

pt.com   for   inviting   me   to   present   this.   Also   to   thank   Cathline   Polinski   for   the   technical  

support.   I   have   to   be   honest,   I   was   a   late   comer   to   the   game   of   osteoporosis   and  

aquatics,   truly   thinking   that   because   there   was   not   weight   bearing,   in   was   an   inefficient  

tool   for   us   to   address   the   problems   associated   with   this   disease.   I'm   grateful   that   I  

spent   the   time   and   did   the   research   and   looked   at   the   research   and   now   due   to   my  

patients,   I'm   a   vowed   believer   in   the   technique   of   aquatics   to   address   this.   I'd   like   to   go  

through   and   just   talk   about   our   learning   objectives   today.   As   a   result   of   this   course,  

participants   will   be   able   to   list   at   least   four   elements   of   the   disease   process   included   in  

the   definition   of   osteoporosis   that   might   impact   function.   

 

To   identify   at   least   three   components   involved   in   the   bone   metabolic   process   that  

occurs   with   osteoporosis,   which   is   different   from   normal   bone   metabolism.   To   identify  

at   least   three   components   of   sarcopenia   and   frailty   that   can   be   positively   impacted  

with   exercise.   To   identify   at   least   four   physical   changes   that   occur   with   osteoporosis  

which   can   be   addressed   with   an   appropriate   exercise   regiment.   Finally,   to   identify   at  

least   four   exercise   guidelines   that   are   critical   for   the   osteoporotic   client   and   provide   a  

link   to   why   water   is   an   optimal   medium   in   which   to   manage   such   clients.   With   that   I'd  

like   to   continue   and   talk   about   this   disease   process.   There   are   some   really  

overwhelming   statistics   regarding   the   most   common   bone   fragility   disease   worldwide.  

To   put   it   in   perspective   I   know   you   can   read   these   statistics,   but   just   think   in   terms   of  
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this.   There   are   1.7   million   new   diagnoses   of   cancer   in   the   United   States   and   that's   all  

inclusive   of   cancers,   various   cancers   annually,   but   there   are   actually   2   million   fragility  

fractures   from   just   osteoporosis   alone.   Additionally,   again   in   the   United   States   8.2  

million   women   and   2   million   men   have   osteoporosis.   When   we   think   of   low   bone   mass,  

those   numbers   are   astronomical,   27.3   million   women   and   16.1   million   men   are  

diagnosed   with   low   bone   mass.   This   truly,   the   implications   for   us   both   from   the   level   of  

care   and   expense,   it's   a   stunning   number   and   quite   startling.   

 

Something   also   that   for   the   most   part   we   have   not   well   addressed   as   far   as   therapists.  

Finally   I   think   when   we   talk   about   the   burden   of   osteoporosis   it's   really   amplified   by  

inadequate   clinical   management   and   when   we   look   at   the   statistics   conservative  

management   suggests   that   60%   of   those   with   osteoporosis   are   not   assessed,  

diagnosed,   or   treated   for   osteoporosis   in   the   primary   healthcare   setting.   We   really  

wanna   think   in   terms   of   what   we   can   do   and   who   we   can   impact.   Moving   on   to   further  

quantity   the   significance   of   recognition   and   treatment   of   this   disease   which   is   where  

our   world   is   as   therapists,   consider   that   one   in   two   women   50   years   of   age   and   older  

will   sustain   an   osteoporotic   fracture   in   their   lifetime.   

 

The   vertebral   fractures   which   has   been   in   the   past   the   defining   fracture   for  

osteoporosis,   25%   of   women   over   50,   but   40%   of   women   over   80   will   sustain   a  

vertebral   fracture.   The   risk   of   death   with   vertebral   fractures   is   a   little   less   than   three  

times   greater   then   without   a   fracture.   When   we   look   at   1/3   of   vertebral   fractures   are  

due   to   a   fall.   That   might   be   acceptable   but   half   of   all   vertebral   fractures   occur   without  

any   trauma.   We're   talking   about   this   specific   age   group.   Since   imaging   is   required   to  

establish   a   fracture   diagnosis   worldwide,   that's   the   accepted   technique   that's   used  

today.   It's   estimated   that   at   most   1/3   of   these   even   come   to   clinical   attention.   That's   so  

important   for   us   because   it's   obvious   that   the   severity   of   this   disease   with   respect   to  

the   global   public   poses   a   serious   health   concern   certainly   as   the   world   population  

ages.   In   light   of   the   astronomical   cost   of   healthcare   today.   As   we'll   see   throughout   this,  
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therapy   can   be   pivotal   in   the   management   of   a   fracture   and   ultimately   in   one's   return   to  

a   prior   level   of   function.   That's   where   we're   headed   and   we're   gonna   try   and   really  

make   a   case   starting   from   the   cellular   level   and   moving   on   through   the   global   aspect   of  

life   for   the   therapist's   and   the   response   as   far   as   once   we   hear   there's   a   fracture   or   the  

diagnosis   of   osteoporosis.   Osteoporosis   looking   at   it,   it's   a   progressive   systemic  

disease   which   ultimately   causes   bone   fragility.   We'll   talk   about   the   specifics   of   bone  

mineral   density   in   a   minute   but   we   wanna   consider   that   since   the   majority   of   fractures  

occur   with   a   bone   marrow   density   that   does   not   include   the   osteoporotic   population,  

that   is   significant   for   us.   Negative   2.5   standard   deviation,   that's   a   T-score,   is  

considered   to   have   the   diagnosis   of   osteoporosis.   Perhaps   there   are   other   factors   that  

we   don't   consider   that   really   influence   bone   strength   and   certainly   part   of   that   is   the  

micro-architectural   deterioration   that   we   see.   This   process   really   has   no   associated  

symptoms   and   it's   really   termed   the   silent   thief.   

 

Until   that   first   fracture   happens   and   I   must   really   mention   too   that   that   first   fracture   we  

might   not   see   pain   initially,   or   we   might   see   delayed   onset   of   pain   and/or   a   distortion   in  

posture.   Oftentimes   these   are   very   late   in   being   diagnosed.   Furthermore   the   treatment  

for   osteoporosis   has   been   referred   to   the   Bermuda   Triangle   because   it's   made   up   of  

orthopedists,   primary   care   physicians,   and   osteoporotic   experts   into   which   that  

fracture   patient   kind   of   disappears.   The   treatments   certainly   are   pharmacological   and  

also   therapeutic   but   at   max   about   1/3   of   the   population   is   actually   being   treated.   We  

need   to   really   look   in   terms   of   the   diagnosis   and   possibly   those   who   are   at   risk.   When  

we   actually   define   osteoporosis   this   is   from   the   World   Health   Organization   and   it's   "a  

systemic   skeletal   disease   "characterized   by   decreased   bone   mass   "and   altered  

micro-architecture   bone   tissue,   "leading   to   enhanced   bone   fragility   "and   risk   of  

fractures."   Bone   loss   is   asymptomatic   and   progressive   without   pain   until   the  

occurrence   of   a   fracture.   That's   sometimes   when   we   have   pain.   If   we're   talking   about  

the   older   adult   population   85   and   older   oftentimes   it's   non-specific   as   to   whether  

there's   pain   or   not.   We   really   wanna   pay   attention   as   far   as   those   who   look   to   be   at  
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risk.   Sorry,   let   me   go   back.   There   are   two   definitions   that   also   fit   into   this.   There's   a  

primary   osteoporosis,   it   occurs   in   both   genders   and   all   ages.   The   first   subgroup   is  

post-menopausal   women   50-65   and   this   is   a   young   older   adult   population.   It's   due   to  

estrogen   deficiency   and   increased   trabecular   bone   resorption   or   bone   loss.   Resorption  

is   bone   loss.   The   fractures   mainly   involve   the   spine   or   the   wrists.   There's   a   subgroup   to  

this   primary   osteoporotic   diagnosis   and   it's   called   senile   osteoporosis.   Senile,   not  

equating   to   cognitive   dysfunction.   It's   considered   senile   osteoporosis   and   it's   related   to  

bone   loss   due   to   aging   of   cortical   and   trabecular   bone.   

 

As   we'll   see   later   on,   the   aging   process   has   a   great   deal   to   do   systemically   with   the  

loss   of   bone.   There's   also   a   secondary   group   and   that   is   caused   by   various   diseases,  

medications,   and   lifestyles.   In   this   secondary   group,   if   we   take   a   look   at   this   we   look   at  

not   only   specific   diseases   and   the   implication   of   those   with   respect   to   osteoporosis,  

but   also   we   look   at   lifestyles.   Certainly   the   immobility,   inadequate   functional   activity  

that's   kind   of   our   wheelhouse,   but   I'd   like   to   bring   up   a   couple   other   things   here   too.  

One   of   them   is   we   talk   a   little   bit   about   smoking.   If   someone   has   been   a   smoker   in   the  

past   there's   an   increased   risk,   but   if   they're   a   current   smoker   it's   a   drastically   increased  

risk.   

 

The   other   thing   in   this   is   when   we   talk   about   the   steroid   use   involved   with   treatment  

say   of   respiratory   condition.   That   needs   to   be   consistent   treatment   over   three   months  

in   order   for   it   to   have   an   osteoporosis   impact.   Then   lastly,   as   far   as   alcohol  

consumption   the   research   tells   us   that   it   equates   to   three   or   more   alcoholic   drinks   for  

males   or   two   or   more   alcoholic   drinks   for   females   per   day.   When   we   look   at   those  

things   we   have   a   series   of   other   causes   that   implicate   an   osteoporotic   situation.   We  

may   be   as   the   therapist   treating   someone   with   Type   I   diabetes   or   various   autoimmune  

diseases   to   be   the   one   to   constantly   have   in   our   fore   the   fact   that   they   could   also   be  

osteoporotic   even   though   they   may   at   this   time   be   asymptomatic.   The   actual  

diagnostic   definition   of   osteoporosis   is   performed   using   several   things.   First   of   all   the  
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DXA   and   it   is   taking   an   individual's   bone   density   at   either   the   hip   or   the   spine   and  

comparing   it   to   the   bone   density   of   the   average   young   adult,   same   sex.   That   is   a  

standard   deviation.   In   calculating   that   bone   density   there   is   then   a   standard   deviation  

and   you   get   a   certain   number.   It   is   if   you   are   of   normal   bone   density   you   are   zero   and  

above.   Actually   now   it   includes   minus   one   standard   deviation   and   above.   To   be  

osteopenic   it's   minus   one   to   2.4,   to   2.5,   excuse   me.   Greater   than   2.5,   minus   2.5  

standard   deviations   and   that's   the   T-score,   you're   considered   osteoporotic.   There   is   a  

robust   correlation   between   bone   mineral   density   and   fracture   risk.   We   just   need   to   be  

very   aware   of   that.   There   also   is   a   two-fold   increase   in   fracture   per   single   standard  

deviation   decrease   in   bone   density.   So   as   we   treat   people   over   time   and   we   see   their  

DXA   score   change   drastically,   we   number   one   wanna   consider   that   that's   an   increased  

fracture   risk.   

 

We   number   two   wanna   consider   maybe   that   DXA   score   might   be   somewhat   off.  

Remember   it's   actual   positioning   to   get   those   DXA   scores.   If   the   hip   is   positioned  

minimally   off   to   the   design   of   that   test,   that   score   can   be   drastically   off.   Also,   if  

someone   has   incurred   lumbar   spine   fractures   in   the   past,   that   score   could   be  

drastically   off.   There   we   go.   The   second   diagnostic   tool   that's   used   is   the   FRAX.   In  

2008,   the   World   Health   Organization   launched   this   fracture   risk   assessment   tool   based  

on   the   fact   that   the   majority   of   the   world   does   not   have   access   to   the   DXA   Scan.   In  

trying   to   capture   that   population   that   could   be   at   risk   for   osteoporosis   they   put  

together   a   algorithm   that   uses   various   factors   to   calculate   the   10-year   risk   of   an  

osteoporotic   fracture.   Listed   below   you   can   see   BMI   which   is   weight   to   height   ratio.  

When   we   think   of   that   in   the   past   oftentimes   folks   would   mention   look   if   someone   is  

heavy   they're   actually   carrying   more   body   weight.   Their   bones   should   be   stronger,   but  

we   now   realize   that   adipose   tissue   also   maintains   low   grade   inflammatory   process.  

Which   is   detrimental   to   bone   density.   The   parental   risk   of   hip   fractures,   the   second   one.  

Rheumatoid   Arthritis,   other   secondary   conditions   contributing   to   bone   loss.   Which   we  

just   viewed.   Smoking   and   the   alcohol   intake.   Looking   at   that,   we   can   prepare   using   the  
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FRAX   tool   you   can   prepare   someone's   10-year   risk   for   an   osteoporotic   fracture.   I'll  

mention   two   things.   The   National   Osteoporotic   Foundation   does   have   an   app   that  

actually   you   can   use   that   FRAX   tool   just   in   dealing   with   your   own   patients.   It's   a   great  

tool,   there   are   others   out   there   but   some   of   them   are   cumbersome.   None   of   them  

including   the   FRAX   takes   into   account   the   risk   of   falls   and   we   know   that   the   fall   risk   for  

osteoporosis   fracture   is   very   high.   

 

We   need,   as   clinicians,   we   can't   afford   to   minimize   the   reporting   of   client   falls   relative  

to   osteoporosis   and   whether   we   use   the   FRAX   tool   or   not.   If   I   can   just   digress   for   a  

minute   and   talk   about   falls   because   certainly   that   oftentimes   when   we   first   receive   a  

patient   is   post-fall   whether   they   fractured   or   not.   We   really   can   be   the   ones   that   can  

help   recognize   one's   osteoporotic   risk   just   by   looking   into   their   fall   history.   As  

therapists,   we   certainly   consider   fall   prevention   as   part   of   our   wheelhouse   and   to  

incorporate   it   a   discussion   as   such   in   our   evaluation.   We   might   be   in   the   front   line   of  

recognizing   an   osteoporotic   issue   as   well.   If   someone   is   having   a   yearly   physical   we   all  

know   and   probably   hate   being   weighed   but   very   few   of   us   are   also   measured   for  

height.   If   we're   using   the   FRAX   tool   and   managing   fall   risk,   fall   history   I   should   say   in  

our   patients,   we   might   be   the   ones   that   actually   are   front   and   center   in   trying   to  

recognize   who   is   a   serious   risk   for   osteoporosis.   

 

This   last   statement   on   here,   neither   single   nor   recurrent   falls   predict   fracture   risks   in  

women.   What   I   will   say   is   in   men   it's   very   robust   as   far   as   the   literature.   In   women,   not  

as   much   and   that   may   have   to   do   with   the   way   we   skew   our   literature   and   our   research  

in   that   oftentimes   women   because   of   their   fractures   and   their   very   low   trauma,   which  

we'll   talk   about   they   haven't   fallen   and   they've   fractured.   We   tend   to   negate   the   fact  

that   the   fall   is   imminent   to   an   osteoporotic   fracture.   Other   clinical   factors   that   we  

wanna   consider   for   high   risk   fracture   patients   certainly   age   and   their   medical   history  

which   we   saw   as   part   of   the   FRAX   tool.   Nutritional   deficiencies,   which   is   probably  

epidemic   in   our   older   adult   population.   Folks   that   have   had   gastric   surgery,   whether  
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they're   old   or   not.   Stage   five   chronic   kidney   disorders   are   at   high,   high   risk   for  

osteoporosis.   Medications   with   adverse   skeletal   effects   which   we   talk   about   the  

steroids.   Various   disease   processes   and   then   we   also   wanna   talk   and   look   at   skeletal  

deformities,   the   history   of   falls,   lifestyle   factors,   and   exercise   history   as   possible  

indicators   of   someone   being   at   risk   for   osteoporosis.   Looking   at   bone   and   bone  

homeostasis.   We   really   think   in   terms   of   we're   going   to   look   at   the   following;   bone  

mass,   bone   turnover,   bone   adaptation,   bone   loss,   and   how   that   equates   to   the  

osteoporosis   that   we   see.   Bone,   we   wanna   recognize   is   living   tissue,   continuously   lost  

to   resorption   and   rebuilt   by   formation.   Bone   loss   occurs   is   resorption   rate   is   greater  

than   formation   rate.   It's   just   that   simple.   

 

A   normal   individual   those   rates   are   comparable.   In   an   osteoporotic   individual   resorption  

is   much   greater   than   bone   formation.   Bone   remodeling   involving   the   removal   of   older  

bone   and   replacement   with   new   bone   repairs   those   micro-fractures   that   we   see   in   the  

architect.   You   can   see   it   in   this   diagram   the   normal   bone   versus   the   osteoporotic   bone.  

Factors   such   as   menopause   and   advanced   age   cause   this   imbalance   between   the  

resorption   and   formation   rates.   Obviously   with   resorption   higher   than   formation.   This  

increases   the   fracture   risk.   Individual   trabecular   plates   of   bone   are   lost   leaving   an  

architecturally   unsound   structure   with   reduced   mass.   

 

That   equates   to   fracture   risk   and   fragility.   While   hormonal   factors   are   obvious   and   we  

talk   a   lot   about   post-menopausal,   with   advanced   age   there   is   also   decreased  

absorption   of   really   important   nutrients,   calcium   and   vitamin   D   that   further   place   bone  

at   increased   risk.   We   are   not   only   as   we   age,   maybe   eating   poorly   but   also   what   we   eat  

we   are   not   absorbing   as   efficiently   and   that's   critical   to   bone   loss.   Why   does   this  

process   actually   occur?   What   triggers   the   start   of   osteoporosis?   Truly   the   literature  

regarding   what   prompts   bone   fragility   has   really   significant   gaps   and   we're   not   entirely  

sure   what   triggers   its   onset   with   age.   Obviously   we   know   that   there   is   a   hormonal  

component,   but   this   is   really   a   complex   system   that   not   only   controls   the   local  
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adaptations   to   mechanical   stress   and   that   is   impaired   with   age,   but   also   the   whole  

process   in   that   there   may   be   changes   or   mutations   in   our   whole   coding   process   that  

also   is   more   commonly   seen   with   age.   We   know   that   bone   adapts   it's   growth   to  

functional   forces   acting   upon   it.   Although   we're   gonna   see   in   future   slides   that   this  

really   is   not,   there's   not   substantive   evidence   to   support   that   this   requires   weight  

bearing   and   especially   not   in   humans.   There's   robust   literature   to   show   that   weight  

bearing   is   a   component   of   the   rat   population   improving   their   bone   density,   but   there   is  

not   robust   literature   as   far   as   humans   and   weight   bearing.   Secondly,   there's   a   direct  

correlation   between   the   direction   of   principal   stresses   and   the   pattern   of   that   bone  

alignment   which   does   add   to   this   whole   concept   of   internal   stress   specifically   looking  

at   the   muscles   pull   on   the   bone   and   that's   kind   of   where   we   are   at.   

 

Then   finally,   these   changes   could   easily   occur   in   production   with   local   factors   that  

provide   responses   to   mechanical   stress   and   we're   gonna   talk   a   little   bit   about  

nutritional   factors   and   certainly   some   of   the   endocrine   response.   When   we   talk   about  

bone   turnover   there   are   factors   that   really   influence   the   balance   between   bone  

formation   and   that   resorption.   We   know   that   there   is   a   regulation   by   the   parathyroid  

hormones   response   which   increases   the   calcium   into   the   blood.   

 

It's   kind   of   an   interesting   process   here.   Then   we   also   know   that   there's   a   hormonal  

effect   that   assists   with   that   whole   regulation.   Then   there's   also   a   growth   hormone  

effect   as   far   as   trying   to   substantiate   this   equalization   of   formation   and   resorption.   The  

real   true   effecta   on   bone   quality   is   as   far   as   the   osteoporotic   individual   that   resorption  

is   greater   than   formation.   It   equates   to   poor   bone   micro-architecture.   There   is   a   pivotal  

role   though   as   far   as   the   nervous   system   and   more   and   more   we're   looking   into   that  

process   and   while   research   is   inconclusive,   does   it   have   to   do   with   the   peripheral  

nervous   system?   Does   it   have   to   do   with   local   blood   flow   and   bone   remodeling,   and  

we'll   take   a   little   look   at   that   process.   With   the   whole   nervous   system   interaction   with  

bone   breakdown,   an   acidic   micro-environment   occurs   and   this   is   created   due   to   the  
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whole   osteoclastic   activity.   Which   is   bone   breakdown,   which   is   that   resorption   process.  

We   find   that   there   is   an   activation   of   those   receptors   at   the   peripheral   nervous   system  

sites.   We   know   that   are   bone   is   quite   vascularized   by   the   nervous   system.   What  

happens   is   those   are   activated   and   possibly   with   a   pain   response,   but   it's   all   due   to  

that   acidic   environment.   This   whole   change   in   the   homeostasis   induces   a   neural  

peptide   release,   which   is   substance   P   and   that   further   promotes   bone   degradation.  

When   we   talk   about   an   increased   acidic   micro-environment   causing   neural   response  

release   of   substance   P,   we   find   that   that   bone   degradation   resorption   process.   This  

modifies   the   whole   bone   homeostatic   condition   and   this   is   when   catabolic   metabolism  

is   present,   when   there's   that   true   breakdown.   If   we   consider   the   bone   at   the   source.  

The   best   predictor   or   primary   osteoporosis   fractures,   there's   a   strong   genetic  

component,   but   we   need   to   talk   in   terms   of   genetics   being   both   mutational   genetics  

and   familial   genetics.   

 

We're   gonna   talk   a   little   bit   about   that   mutational   genetics   right   now.   The   mutational  

piece   is   interesting   because   this   might   be   the   real   part   of   the   influencing   factor   as   to  

why   osteoporosis   occurs.   The   functional   variant   for   bone   mineral   density   is   influenced  

by   the   RNA-protein   interactions.   If   we   think   of   RNA,   that   whole   RNA   molecule,   it   really  

is   a   nucleic   acid   that   carries   the   specific   code   for   amino   acid   sequencing   from   the   DNA  

for   protein   synthesis.   It   allows   the   replication   of   DNA   and   if   it   is   altered   and   we   find   that  

it   is   with   the   methylation   process   and   I'll   explain   that   in   a   minute.   It   changes   the   DNA  

sequence   so   when   that   N-methyladenosine   is   added,   methylation   is   an   addition   of   the  

methyl   molecule.   That   whole   methyl   group.   When   that's   added,   this   is   a   process   of  

RNA   methylation   and   it   is   really   been   known   to   provide   an   important   role   into  

osteoporosis   pathology   and   that's   important   to   us.   The   end   result   is   weakened   bone  

that's   resulting   from   this   whole   RNA   mutation.   Certainly   there   are   other   components   of  

genetics   that   are   related   to   this   mutational   piece   but   we   also   wanna   understand   too  

that   there   is   a   familial   piece   to   this.   Which   is   currently   under   research,   retrograde  

research   which   is   trying   to   look   at   different   populations.   We   know   that   certain  
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populations   are   at   higher   risk   and   so   is   it   just   that   it's   this   RNA   change   or   are   there   very  

specific   things   population   wise,   but   either   way   this   plays   a   very   important   role   in   the  

whole   osteoporosis   pathology.   We   need   to   recognize   that   because   looking   at   an  

individual   and   saying,   "Okay,   what   are   we   thinking   "as   far   as   osteoporosis?"   This   whole  

process   comes   into   play   and   so   history   is   a   component   and   certainly   fall   history   is   a  

component,   but   we   also   constantly   need   to   be   aware   of   what's   going   on   at   the   cellular  

level.   We   also   know   involved   in   this   process   is   that   bone   mineral   density   loss   is   due   to  

a   decreased   mechanical   loading   Here's   where   we   wanna   think   in   terms   of   the  

mechanical   loading   that's   associated   number   one   with   external   gravitational   forces   via  

that   ground   reaction   force.   

 

Or   what   we   otherwise   term   as   weight   bearing   activities.   Secondly   the   internal   loading  

via   muscle   contraction,   that   actual   loading   that   occurs   on   the   bone   when   a   muscle  

contracts   and   pulls   on   the   bone.   That   is   a   loading   to   that   bone   and   so   for   us   looking   at  

that   component   and   talking   about   exercise,   there   are   significant   pieces   that   we   need   to  

be   very   well   aware   of   when   we   plan   a   program   for   someone   with   osteoporosis.   Also  

this   muscle   internal   loading   is   a   huge   component   when   we   talk   about   the   water.   There  

really   is   an   association   between   muscle   atrophy   and   bone   loss.   The   systemic   factors  

and   local   factors   that   include   that   whole   muscle/bone   crosstalk.   

 

That   is   truly   serious   for   us.   In   resistance   training,   and   the   bone   formation   markers   this  

is   a   nice   study.   It's   a   three   month   study   and   really   to   emphasize   the   fact   that   we've   got  

weight   bearing   and   resistance   training   and   it's   affect   on   that   whole   osteogenetic   cells  

and   quality   of   life.   This   study   was   performed   on   33   post-menopausal   women.   They  

performed   24   exercise   sessions,   45   minutes   a   bout   and   it   was   with   both   aerobic  

exercise   and   resistive   exercise.   These   are   land   based,   but   just   to   show   that   we   have   a  

real   response   as   far   as   the   bone   muscle   crosstalk.   What   we   found   is   osteoclastic  

activity   plus   pro-collagen   peptides,   which   are   both   markers   of   bone   formation   were  

improved.   The   individuals   they   found   a   significant   height   increase   and   that   significance  
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is   a   half   an   inch   to   an   inch.   They   improved   in   their   rep   max   for   both   a   lat   pull   down   and  

a   leg   press,   and   they   increased   their   mean   VO2   max.   The   quality   of   life   was   also  

significantly   improved   by   a   decrease   in   pain,   improved   physical   and   mental   function.  

Those   are   huge   components   that   we   need   to   think   about   when   we're   talking   about  

training   in   the   osteoporotic   individual.   When   we   talk   about   the   actual   link,   let's   get   into  

that   muscle   bone   link   just   a   little   bit   more.   We   know   that   there's   a   very   well   established  

link   to   muscle   and   bone,   and   that   inactivity   really   facilitates   decreased   bone   mass   but  

also   weakened   muscles.   Here's   this   whole   crosstalk   component.   Muscles   are   a   source  

of   myokines   and   those   utilize   ATP   with   contraction,   but   these   also   are   a   chemical   that  

stimulates   bone   formation.   So   when   there   is   inactivity   in   the   muscle   this   contributes   to  

bone   loss.   That's   that   huge   component   of   crosstalk.   

 

Muscle   contraction   releases   the   cytokines   with   the   contraction   and   this   is   so   important  

as   a   positive   response   for   bone   formation.   Bones   also   secrete   osteoclastins   and   this  

connexin   which   directly,   positively   effects   muscle   growth.   When   we   talk   about   that  

crosstalk,   a   combination   of   these   two   are   so   important   to   maintaining   muscle   strength  

and   bone   strength.   When   we   are   sedentary   the   combination   of   these   two   pose   a  

serious   risk   for   fragility   fractures   especially   for   the   hip   and   also   for   falls.   We   wanna  

really   think   in   terms   of   utilizing   that   whole   system   muscle   contraction   improving   bone  

strength.   Here's   an   interesting   study   comparing   long   term   bedrest   and   spaceflight  

regarding   muscle   atrophy   and   bone   density,   so   looking   at   longterm   bedrest   the  

microgravity   condition,   which   is   bedrest,   really   stimulates   the   physiological   decreased  

muscle   volume   and   certainly   muscle   strength.   We   find   that   there   is   significantly   also  

decreased   bone   mass   with   longterm   bedrest.   This   muscle   atrophy   and   bedrest  

proceeds   the   decline   in   bone   mass   degradation.   In   spaceflight,   it's   been   well  

documented   through   a   multiplicity   of   flights   that   there   is   a   muscle   atrophy   and  

decreased   bone   mass   in   spaceflight.   And   actually   the   concern   in   that   this   could   end   up  

being   critical   to   someone   returning.   Once   they   return   to   a   normal   gravity   situation,  

there's   a   six   time   faster   muscle   mass   improvement   to   bone   mass   return.   It   almost  
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seems   like   in   order   to   get   that   bone   mass   return   we   need   that   increased   muscle  

strength   and   that's   an   important   component   for   us.   Certainly   again,   speaking   to   the  

choir,   we   know   the   value   of   that   muscle   strength   relative   to   bone   mass.   We   also  

understand   that   muscle   atrophy   contributes   to   bone   less   via   that   increased   bone  

resorption   by   the   osteoclasts.   That   force   that   we   can   produce   by   muscles   contracting  

can   drastically   exceed   the   loads   of   ground   reaction   forces   and   so   we   can   further  

promote   that   bone   growth.   A   second   study   just   to   reiterate   the   fact   that   movement   is  

important.   It   was   utilizing   community-dwelling,   older   adults   and   it   compared   sitting  

time   and   decreased   lean   mass   in   community-dwelling   adults.   For   every   hour   of   sitting  

per   day   there   was   an   associated   loss   of   muscle   mass.   

 

They   found   that   if   there   were   frequent   breaks   in   that   sitting,   there   would   be   decreased  

pre-sarcopenia   risk   or   decreased   loss   of   muscle   mass.   For   each   sit-to-stand   bouts,   not  

throughout   the   day   but   if   you   did   10   sit-to-stand   transitions   per   day   it   was   associated  

with   a   45%   lower   odds   of   pre-sarcopenia.   That's   just   huge,   if   you   ever   needed   proof   to  

say   that,   "Hey,   this   kind   of   activity,   "movement   is   important   here's   a   beautiful   study   "of  

something   very   simple."   We   do   functional   activities   like   this   all   the   time   so   it's   so  

important,   again   to   realize   that   we   need   to   move   to   maintain   that   muscle   integrity   but  

also   for   our   bone   mass   as   well.   

 

We   talk   about   sarcopenia,   it's   truly   a   predictive   factor   for   fractures   and   just   again  

looking   at   the   piece   of   this   whole   bone   loss   process   from   the   muscle   point   of   view.   The  

whole   sarcopenic   change   has   multiple   components   but   the   low   muscle   mass   changes  

in   muscle   protein   also   is   associated   with   abnormal   glucose   metabolism.   As   we   lose  

muscle   mass,   we   disrupt   that   glucose   metabolism   which   also   impacts   bone  

metabolism.   Again,   another   piece   of   that   crosstalk.   When   we   talk   about   weakness   in  

sarcopenia,   such   individuals   that   have   increased   risk   to   fall   and   certainly,   ultimately  

increase   risk   to   fracture.   So   there's   a   decline   in   that   muscle   function   strength   piece,   we  

see   that   there's   lower   mechanical   loading   directly   effecting   bone   mass.   This   particular  
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research   that   was   done   is   significant   for   males   as   per   this   study,   and   partly   I   will   say  

there   is   not   been   the   same   research   conducted   with   just   a   female   population.   Again   I  

think   it   goes   back   to   that   females   oftentimes   fracture   and   they're   given   the   diagnosis   of  

osteoporosis   and   then   don't   look   further   at   the   whole   sarcopenic   effect.   Just   a   quick  

discussion   on   frailty.   Certainly   frailty   is   in   the   literature   a   great   deal   now   but   we   really  

wanna   think   in   terms   of   being   diligent   when   we   talk   about   osteoporosis   leading   to   this  

whole   frailty   component.   It's   truly   frailty   is   a   function   decline   in   multiple   physiological  

systems   that   really   predispose   one   to   disability,   dependency,   and   certainly   ultimately  

death.   For   our   purposes,   the   most   obvious   decline   in   musculoskeletal   system   really  

effects   that   bone   and   muscle   mass.   

 

Which   results   in   balance   deficits   and   mobility   deficits.   Also,   a   piece   of   frailty,   one   of   the  

components   of   frailty   has   to   do   with   elevated   BMI,   which   is   body   mass   index.   It's   BMI  

versus   BMD   is   far   more   accurate   indicator   of   frailty   and   we   think,   "Oh   my   gosh,   "weak  

bones,"   but   we   don't   oftentimes   looks   at   that   other   component   of   elevated   BMI.   Again,  

as   the   therapist   evaluating   someone   this   is   another   piece   that   we   utilize   and  

component   that   we   glean   from   our   evaluation   in   other   place   where   maybe   we   would   be  

in   the   forefront   of   saying,   "This   person   needs   to   have   "a   workup   for   osteoporosis   as  

well."   

 

The   cycle   of   frailty   we   see   certainly   it   has   to   do   with   age   and   oftentimes   malnutrition.   A  

huge   component   of   frailty   is   greater   then   10   pounds   of   weight   loss   that   as   unintentional  

and   various   disease   processes.   Which   we   saw   in   the   beginning   slides.   There   is   a  

dysregulation   of   physiological   function   and   a   hormonal   dysregulation,   but   there's   also   a  

huge   component   of   frailty   is   a   low   grade   inflammatory   process.   Inflammatory   process  

has   acidic   component   which   is   deleterious   to   bone   maintenance.   We   see   this,   we   also  

know   that   there's   a   sarcopenic   effect   with   respect   to   frailty.   We   know   that   there   is   a  

glucose   issue   and   possibly   an   insulin   resistance   there.   We   see   osteopenia,   et   cetera,  

so   this   is   just   a   cycle   of   frailty,   weakness,   sedentary   condition   and   it   just   ongoing.  
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Again   we   can   break   that   cycle   with   physical   activity.   The   piece   of   frailty   that   we   wanna  

think   of   is   it   includes   multiple   components   but   we   again   as   the   therapist,   might   be   the  

one   that   actually   has   a   good   strong   look   at   this   as   looking   at   wasting   of   muscle/muscle  

strength   resulting   in   sarcopenia,   involuntary   weight   loss,   loss   of   endurance,   slowed  

performance   on   functional   tasks,   relative   inactivity,   et   cetera.   Potential   cognitive  

decline.   We   see   a   situation   here   where   we've   got   basic   muscle/bone   weakness,   an  

eminent   fracture,   pain   with   that   fracture   perhaps,   and   decreased   function   because   of  

the   pain.   Another   fracture   sustained,   increased   immobility   and   decreased   function,  

another   fracture,   and   ultimately   that   whole   frailty   component   is   a   cycle   that   looks   like   it  

can't   be   broken   and   in   fact   we   should   as   therapists   feel   that   we   can.   Another   piece   of  

frailty   that   we   wanna   consider   in   that   whole   picture   of   osteoporosis   is   the   inflammatory  

process   because   there   is   a   chronic   inflammation   going   on   with   frailty   and   that's   a  

drastic   impact   on   our   musculoskeletal   system.   There's   certainly   a   detrimental   effect   on  

the   bones.   There's   a   direct   effect   on   the   muscles   relative   to   sarcopenia   and   that  

relationship   is   obvious   with   respect   to   osteoporosis.   

 

We   know   that   because   of   the   multisystem   dysregulation   and   this   inflammatory   process  

there's   a   decrease   level   of   vitamin   D.   Which   vitamin   D   helps   to   stimulate   the   absorption  

of   calcium.   We   want   to   really   recognize   that   this   is   a   serious   component   in   that   whole  

process   of   osteoporosis.   Oftentimes   is   that   inflammation   causing   the   obesity   therefore  

inflammation,   I   can't   really   answer   that   but   we   see   midlife   obesity   and   it's   a   predictive  

of   the   development   of   the   whole   frailty   component.   Obesity   equates   to   low   grade  

inflammation   which   equates   to   bone   dysregulation.   Then   lastly,   and   this   is   certainly   part  

of   our   world   is   looking   at   the   frailty   and   its   effects   on   function.   We   know   that   the  

sarcopenic   effect   which   is   weakened   muscles   causes   an   increased   fall   risk,   a  

decreased   ability   to   lift   and   perform   our   basic   ADLs   and   IEDLs.   There's   also   a   negative  

impact   on   transitional   movements.   If   I   can't   go   from   sit-to-stand   easily   I'm   probably   not  

doing   it   often.   There's   also   decreased   endurance   and   because   of   this   deconditioned  

status   I'm   not   moving   as   much,   I'm   deconditioned.   It's   harder   for   me   to   move,   I'm   even  
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moving   less.   Then   ultimately   it   equates   to   a   true   sedentary   lifestyle.   So   this   decreased  

activity   further   weakens   our   bones   and   our   muscles.   When   we   talk   about   osteoporosis  

we've   looked   at   the   component   from   the   cellular   level   and   the   various   implications   of   a  

sedentary   lifestyle.   Looking   at   it   from   a   sarcopenic   effect,   meaning   the   weakened  

muscles   and   also   from   a   fragility   effect   and   the   whole   components   of   fragility.   Then   the  

implications   of   being   weak   to   the   fractures.   We'd   like   to   talk   a   little   bit   on   the  

implications   for   fractures   and   usually   that   is   the   first   indication   that   one   has  

osteoporosis.   We   also   know   that   there   are   significant   lifestyle   changes   that   go   right  

along   with   this   first   diagnosis   of   fracture.   Here   is   where   we   wanna   consider   as   a  

therapist,   what   can   I   do   for   someone   who   has   sustained   a   fracture?   Has   osteoporosis  

and   maybe   is   on   that   sedentary   path?   

 

Either   all   three   of   those   or   one   at   a   time.   I   think   too   that   the   therapist   is   in   the   perfect  

position,   maybe   even   the   driver's   seat   to   look   at   the   fracture   and   the   patient   who   has  

just   fractured   and   is   now   sent   to   us,   as   that   person   having   a   risk   of   osteoporosis.  

Today,   our   discussion   is   focusing   on   osteoporosis   and   what   can   we   do   from   an   aquatic  

aspect   to   diminish   the   effects   of   osteoporosis,   but   certainly   beyond   the   scope   of   this  

talk   is   the   pharmacological   advancements   that   are   available   to   us   today   to   treat  

osteoporosis.   If   I   don't   know   I   have   it   though,   I'm   probably   not   looking   for   a   treatment  

and   therein   again,   recognizing   the   fracture   piece   and   what   we   can   do   for   that  

individual.   

 

We   may   again   be   the   first   person   to   actually   verbalize   that   this   individual   is   at   not   only   a  

high   risk   to   fracture   or   to   fall,   but   a   high   risk   for   osteoporosis.   If   we   can   break   that  

pattern,   we're   in   good   shape.   For   the   osteoporotic   changes   that   we   see   fractures   are  

usually   where   that   diagnosis   of   osteoporosis   come   from   first,   on   fractures   then   we   start  

to   look   at   it.   The   sites   that   we   look   at   are   lumbar   spine,   the   hips   and   the   femurs,  

proximal   femur.   Less   frequently   the   ribs,   and   radial-ulnar   fractures   and   we'll   speak   to  

each   one   specifically.   Fractures   oftentimes   initiate   that   cascade   of   decreased  
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sedentary   lifestyle   and   that's   so   critical   if   we   can   recognize   that   that   cascade   has  

started,   we   can   oftentimes   put   a   stop   to   it.   We   also   as   the   therapist   spend   a   great   deal  

of   time   looking   at   posture   and   we   may   be   the   ones   that   actually   recognize   postural  

changes   first.   They   are   incurred   with   weakness   and   we   see   them   also   because   of  

osteoporosis   and   osteoporotic   fractures,   but   they   effect   our   fall   risk   considerably.   Lax  

abdominal   muscles,   protruding   abdomen   which   we   saw   in   the   very   beginning   in   that  

drawing   that   went   from   45   to   55   to   65   year   old   woman.   A   forward   head,   a   kyphotic  

posture   with   internally   rotated   shoulders,   then   a   posterior   pelvic   tilt   to   offset   the  

abdominal   laxity   forward   head   and   kyphotic   position,   and   knees   are   hyperextended   to  

maintain   that   posterior   pelvic   tilt.   Lastly   there's   this   significant   loss   of   height   which  

certainly   predisposes   one   to   multiple   system   involvement,   but   if   we   think   of   the  

postural   changes   and   looking   at   that   basically   we   are   not   stacked   normally   any   longer.   

 

So   I'm   having   advertent   muscle   firing   necessary   for   me   to   just   be   able   to   stand.  

Consider   the   individual   who   has   difficulty   standing   for   a   long   period   of   time   and   look   at  

their   posture.   If   we   see   these   changes,   certainly   we   have   to   be   aware   of   the   fact   that  

they're   using   different   muscles   to   stay   upright.   We   shouldn't   have   to   work   that   hard   to  

stay   upright   but   if   I'm   kyphotic,   I'm   using   muscles   just   to   be   able   to   stay   upright   and  

not   fall   forward.   Fragility   fractures   which   is   a   component   of   osteoporosis.   We   wanna  

look   at   the   cause   and   of   primary   concern   are   those   low   trauma   fractures.   Those   are  

fractures   that   equal,   they're   a   fall   from   standing   height   or   less,   or   for   no   apparent  

trauma   whatsoever.   We   have   heard   certainly   of   situations   where   someone   says,   "You  

know   I   turned   over   in   bed   "and   I   got   this   sharp   pain   in   my   ribs."   They   go   for   some  

diagnostics   and   we   find   a   fracture.   This   is   an   important   piece   of   it.   Also,   we   find   that  

they   may   be   very   low   energy.   "I   was   just   reaching   out,   an   out   stretched   hand,   "I   was  

bent   forward   a   bit   and   I   sustained   a   fracture."   So   there   was   no   fall   involvement   but   a  

lumbar   or   thoracolumbar   spine   fracture   just   based   on   that   very   low   energy   movement.  

We   know   that   there's   a   very   robust   correlation   between   bone   mineral   density   and   a  

fracture   risk   and   we   mentioned   earlier   that   for   every   standard   deviation   less   than  
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normal.   Our   bone   mineral   density   is   ultimately   therefore   decreased.   There's   a   two-fold  

increase   in   a   fracture   risk.   We   need   to   pay   a   great   deal   of   attention   to   that.   The   sites   of  

fracture,   the   spine,   the   thoracic   spine   greater   than   the   lumbar   is   noted   with   increased  

age.   The   younger,   older   adult   though   frequently   sustains   and   L3   fracture.   The   hips,   we  

find   that   the   femoral   neck   is   a   differentiated   fracture   from   a   proximal   femur.   Oftentimes  

the   proximal   femur   fracture   is   that   individual   who   is   really   frail.   Proximal   humoral  

fractures   we   see.   Distal   forearm   and   radial-ulnar   fractures   are   common,   the   Colles  

fracture.   Rib   fractures   occur   throughout   the   process   and   generally   those,   unless   there's  

a   fall   involved,   are   folks   that   are   on   the   frail   spectrum.   Let's   talk   a   bit   about   these  

fractures   and   what   we   know   about   the   sequelae   and   the   survival   rates.   We   know   that  

patient   age   and   the   site   of   that   initial   fracture   strongly   influences   the   magnitude   of  

subsequent   fracture   risks.   

 

That's   important.   Fractures   occur   more   commonly   and   earlier   in   women   versus   men.  

We   tend   to   see   male   fractures   related   to   osteoporosis   in   the   very   late   60s,   early   70   year  

age   group   versus   the   50   or   even   45   year   age   group   for   women.   These   fractures   are  

associated   with   increased   mortality,   disability,   and   longterm   functional   decline.   A   recent  

fracture   is   one   of   the   primary   predictors   for   a   subsequent   fracture.   It's   a   great   tool   that  

we   use   to   diagnose   and   treat   osteoporosis,   unfortunately   we   had   to   have   a   fracture   to  

be   diagnosed.   We're   trying   to   eliminate   that   step   and   recognize   the   risk   of   osteoporosis  

early   on.   

 

Then   the   subsequent   risk   of   fracture   increases   with   age   for   all   points   except   for   the   hip.  

We'll   see   in   just   a   second.   The   prediction   rate   is   important   and   we   can   again   looking   at  

this   it's   a   tool   for   us.   It's   both   time   sensitive   and   sight   sensitive   regarding   the   fractures.  

Literature   has   shown   us   that   there   is   an   early   and   increased   risk   of   subsequent  

fractures   among   older   women   who   fracture,   and   this   is   true   across   fracture   sites.   This  

again,   as   far   as   the   therapist   highlights   the   need   for   timely   management   to   reduce   to  

the   risk   of   subsequent   fractures   among   post-menopausal   women   primarily.   We   see  
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that   when   discussing   hip   fractures   though   the   bone   mineral   density   is   an   inconsistent  

indicator   for   those   who   fracture.   That   may   have   a   whole   other   piece   to   it   in   that   it   might  

be   a   fall   risk   that   incurred   the   initial   fracture,   it   was   due   to   a   fall,   and   that   may   have  

much   more   of   a   sensory   component.   Not   related   to   osteoporosis.   Also,   we   want   to  

think   in   terms   of   there   is   a   seven-fold   increased   risk   of   vertebral   fractures   with   the  

history   of   prior   fractures.   So   that's   huge,   seven-fold   is   an   incredibly   high   percentage  

when   we   talk   about   vertebral   fractures.   Certainly   vertebral   fractures   as   we'll   see   in   a  

minute   have   a   true   morbidity   and   mortality   risk.   When   we   look   at   the   mortality   rates   for  

one,   three,   and   five   years   following   an   initial   fracture   with   the   hip   within   the   first   year  

and   this   statistic   is   probably   low   because   it's   based   on   not   only   hip   fractures   that  

sustained   a   hip   replacement,   but   also   proximal   femur   fractures.   Within   the   first   year  

19%   of   individuals   there's   a   mortality   rate   of   19%.   We   look   at   this   and   we   get   to   the  

fifth   year   post-hip   fracture   the   mortality   rate   if   64%.   That's   very,   very   high.   That's   truly  

unacceptable   and   we   might   look   in   terms,   there   might   be   and   underlying   systemic  

cause   as   well.   

 

The   vertebral   fractures,   looking   at   strictly   vertebral   fractures   14,   24,   and   54%.   We   really  

need   to   look   in   terms   of   what   exactly   is   going   on   with   osteoporosis.   It   might   be   far  

more   reaching   then   just   strictly   bone   breakdown.   Let's   talk   about   the   vertebral   fracture,  

it's   the   most   common   fracture   and   it   most   certainly   is   a   strong   predictive   factor   for  

subsequent   fractures.   There   is   recently   in   the   literature   a   statement   called   the   Vertebral  

Fracture   Cascade.   What   they're   looking   at   is   the   association   of   vertebral   fractures   and  

subsequent   vertebral   fractures.   It   generally   occurs   at   the   anterior   portion   of   the  

vertebral   body.   I   stress   that   vertebral   body   component   because   if   the   fracture   is   in   the  

posterior   structure   of   that   vertebrae,   it   probably   is   associated   with   an   underlying   cause.  

That   could   be   something   such   as   motor   vehicle   accident   and   we   see   posterior  

vertebral   fractures   in   even   a   young   person,   and   that   is   unrelated   to   osteoporosis.   It's  

not   that   you   can   sustain   a   fracture,   it's   that   number   one   it's   low   trauma   or   no   trauma  

and   the   specific   sites.   So,   keep   that   in   mind.   Then   it   frequently   occurs,   I   should   say,  
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during   a   flexion   based   motion   and   it   can   be   a   low   to   no   force   flexion   based   motion.  

Then   we   oftentimes   see   severe   back   pain   with   this   fracture   but   vertebral   fractures   can  

also   be   asymptomatic   or   delayed   symptom   onset.   We   talk   in   terms   too   of   the  

importance   when   we   look   at   trying   to   see   how   can   we   predict   this   osteoporotic   fracture  

and   eliminate   it   or   minimize   it.   There's   now   a   concern   and   it's   called   the   minor   vertebral  

deformity.   We   know   that   there's   an   increased   incident   of   vertebral   fractures   with   this  

deformity   and   it   can   be   a   very   marked   change   in   any   radiographs   having   to   do   with   the  

thoracolumbar   spine.   It   can   be   very   minor   dissociations.   Also   it   can   be   a   minor  

indication   of   a   kyphotic   posture   onset   and   so   now   more   and   more   in   trying   to   assess  

someone   accurately   for   the   possibility   of   osteoporosis.   They're   now   looking   at   the  

minor   vertebral   deformity   as   a   possible   risk   factor.   

 

This   is   very   recent   in   the   literature   and   hopefully   something   will   come   of   that   because   a  

screening   earlier   on   might   be   significant.   We   also,   and   we   talked   about   this   earlier,  

looking   at   the   common   co-morbidities   as   an   indicator   or   vertebral   fracture   possibility.  

The   most   common   sites   for   vertebral   fractures   are   first   the   thoracolumbar   junction,  

T-12,   T11-12,   L-1,   and   the   second   most   common   is   T-12,   the   third   is   L-3,   and   the   22   is  

just   the   reference   there   folks.   What   we   wanna   think   in   terms   of   vertebral   fractures  

because   vertebral   fractures   beget   vertebral   fractures.   It   can   ultimately   impede  

pulmonary   function   because   it   alters   respiratory   muscle   functional   activity.   Which   can  

result   in   restrictive   lung   disease   and   ultimately   heart   involvement.   We   know   that   the  

bones   are   weaker,   so   we're   unable   to   remain   that   very   erect   posture.   We're   getting   into  

a   very   kyphotic   posture   and   maybe   a   scoliotic   posture   as   well.   We   find   that   there's   a  

decrease   distance   between   ribs   and   pelvis,   so   oftentimes   the   expansion   of   my   lungs   is  

limited.   Because   of   this   distortion   in   my   thorax,   there's   altered   abdominal   anatomy  

which   causes   constipation,   gastrointestinal   issues.   Oftentimes   this   is   where   the  

malnutrition   comes   from   component   is   that   I   prematurely   am   satisfied   with   what   I   eat.   I  

don't   wanna   eat   and   so   I'm   not   eating,   and   that's   a   nutrition   component.   Then   this  

significant   height   loss.   The   height   loss   is   also   has   a   relationship   to   both   the   respiratory  
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and   digestive   issue.   When   we   talk   about   thoracic   kyphosis   and   it's   implication   we   as  

therapists   really   are   positioned   not   only   to   detect   such   changes,   but   really   can   initiate  

the   exercise   protocols   that   at   least   can   improve   the   strength   of   these   muscles   of   the  

core   for   the   individual   so   that   we   can   diminish   the   very   serious   complications   relative   to  

kyphotic   posture.   We   really   want   to   also   recognize   that   the   kyphotic   curve   increases  

with   each   vertebral   fracture.   Probably   because   of   muscle   weakness.   Also   it   could   be  

the   bone   weakness.   This   is   an   area   that   we   can   directly   influence   as   far   as   therapy   and  

probably   more   safely   in   the   pool   as   we'll   see   in   a   minute.   It   is   also   this   kyphotic   posture  

is   also   a   direct   fall   risk   and   it   alters   alignment.   So   it   alters   our   ability   to   be   upright.   It  

increases   our   postural   sway   which   we   know   is   related   to   our   balance   and   there   is   a  

drastic   alteration   in   our   standing   muscle   activation.  

 

Which   we   acknowledged   on   that   previous   slide,   but   it   also   sets   one   up   for   fatigue   with  

prolonged   standing.   In   the   treatment   of   osteoporosis   we   really   want   to   focus   on   our  

evaluation   tools   and   nailing   down   this   kyphosis   certainly   as   it   occurs.   The   effects   of  

these   postural   changes   and   then   really   bring   them   to   a   discussion   piece.   Either   with  

the   individual's   primary   care   physician,   the   individual,   and   anyone   else   that   might   be  

involved   in   their   care.   We   know   that   the   vertebral   fracture   is   for   the   most   part   silent,  

60%   of   them   are   silent.   

 

We   also   realize   that   it   is   not   always   accompanied   by   pain   or   immediate   structural  

change,   but   ultimately   that   structural   change   is   gonna   occur.   We   see   that   there's   a  

historical   height   loss   over   time   and   if   we   have   a   height   loss   of   greater   than   two   inches  

in   three   years,   that   is   critical   as   far   as   looking   at   osteoporosis.   We   also   can   use   the  

measurement   of   the   wall-occiput   distance   and   if   someone   is   standing   as   a   erect   as  

they   can   with   their   head   in   neutral.   If   there   is   a   greater   than   five   centimeter   distance  

between   the   occiput   and   the   wall,   it's   indicative   of   a   vertebral   fracture.   Even   if   they  

don't   have   a   complaint   of   that.   The   rib   to   pelvic   distance,   and   folks   please   change   this.  

I'm   sorry   this   slipped   by   but   instead   of   less   than   two   fingers,   it   should   be   more   than  
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two   finger   width   suggests   a   presence   of   a   vertebral   fracture.   Or   this   is   one   that   is   also  

used   as   eminent   vertebral   fracture   in   the   future.   It's   greater   than   two   finger   widths.  

When   they're   standing   and   they're   neutral,   vertical   posture.   We   have   very   simple   tools  

to   not   only   asses   one's   fracture   risk,   but   also   assess   the   incidence   of   possible   vertebral  

fracture.   Let's   talk   a   little   bit   about   the   hip   and   we   probably   are   very   well   associated  

with   the   hip   just   because   we   see   folks   with   hip   fractures   on   a   regular   basis   status   post  

a   T-H-A.   We   know   that   these   are   both   debilitating   and   painful   and   that   they   frequently  

alter   the   course   of   life.   Generally   in   this   population   their   quality   of   life   changes.   It   also   is  

a   huge   indicator   of   functional   decline   and   heading   in   the   direction   of   frailty.   In   our   world  

of   considering   osteoporosis   as   a   component   of   this   fracture,   did   the   client   fall   and  

fracture   or   did   they   fall   because   of   weakened   bones   and   fractured   first?   This   speaks  

directly   to   that   low   trauma   fracture.   If   I   fell   from   greater   than   my   height   and   at   a   forceful  

fall,   that   fracture   can   be   associated   with   something   other   then   osteoporosis.   If   I   just  

slid   off   my   chair   and   fractured   my   hip,   we   want   to   look   and   really   make   sure   that   the  

osteoporosis   diagnosis   is   at   least   being   reviewed.   

 

Oftentimes   this   fracture   is   due   to   falling   backwards,   tripping   or   landing   on   one's   side.  

This   is   a   scary   thought,   but   when   we   talk   about   hip   fractures,   excuse   me,   specifically  

with   THAs   we   know   that   about   25%   die   within   the   first   12   months.   Is   that   fracture   just  

indicative   of   an   underlying   systemic   component,   is   it   indicative   of   just   a   major   trauma,  

or   is   there   another   piece?   Also,   one   half   of   hip   fracture   survivors   never   regain   their   prior  

quality   of   life.   That   speaks   directly   to   me   as   a   therapist   because   I'm   working   very   hard  

status   post   hip   fracture   to   regain   that   for   my   patient.   Am   I   not   doing   enough,   or  

possibly   do   I   not   see   them   long   enough?   Then   oftentimes   we   look   at   gait   and   gait  

sequence.   I   know   in   a   later   study,   a   subsequent   study   we'll   compare   that   to   upper  

extremity   strength,   and   there   is   some   research   to   substantiate   that.   Looking   at   the   hip  

fractures,   six   months   status   post   hip   fracture   either   if   that's   hip   fracture   with   a   THA   or   a  

proximal   femur   fracture.   Only   about   15%   percent   of   the   older   adult   population   walks  

unassisted.   I'd   like   to   just   bring   up   one   other   thing   when   we   talk   about   hip   fractures.  
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Hospital   readmissions   and/or   prolonged   hospitalization   post   hip   fracture   are   really  

associated   with   a   delayed   recovery   and   incidence   of   both   complication   and/or  

mortality.   Further,   the   frequent   loss   of   function   and   decreases   mobility   in   hip   fracture  

survivors   may   initiate   both   that   downward   cascade   that   we   talked   about   and   certainly  

immediate   decreased   quality   of   life   component.   The   whole   discussion   on   should   we   be  

seeing   these   folks   for   12   months   on   a   less   regulated   basis   might   be   a   part   of   that.   Are  

they   not   coming   back   because   of   something   in   the   bones   or   not   coming   back   because  

they   haven't   had   enough   care?   This   was   interesting   and   this   is   a   study   by   Fischer   et   al,  

they   noted   functional   recovery   is   certainly   completed   within   the   first   six   months,   but   is  

that   true   only   because   we   can   see   them   for   that   long.   

 

Again,   maybe   we   should   be   seeing   them   a   little   longer.   Using   the   TUG   and   lower  

extremity   flexion   and   extension   scores,   there   was   a   significant   improvement   for   six  

months   post   but   not   after   that.   Quality   of   life   scores   three   to   nine   months   post   and   no  

more   after   that.   Then   improvements   in   hip   fractures   when   we   were   living   at   home   prior  

to   the   fracture   when   we   were   less   than   85,   when   we're   cognitively   intact   and   grip  

strength.   Which   I   know   the   research   has   some   credibility   relying   grip   strength   and  

walking   ability,   or   coordinating   grip   strength   and   walking   ability   but   I'm   not   sure   walking  

is   directly   related   as   far   as   the   quality.   We   talk   about   hip   fractures   too   regarding   that  

bone   mineral   density   status   post   to   hip   fracture.   

 

The   greater   loss   of   hip   bone   mineral   density   post   fracture   for   a   four   year   followup  

there's   greater   loss   in   the   hip   than   post   vertebral   or   clavicular   fractures.   Are   we   working  

hard   enough   or   is   that   individual   more   sedentary   post   a   hip   fracture?   Approximately  

5%   of   the   bone   mineral   density   lost   at   the   femoral   neck   and   about   3.5%   lost   at   the  

total   hip   one   year   after   fracture.   These   are   pretty   standard   bone   mineral   losses   and  

that's   significant   in   just   setting   us   up   for   an   additional   fracture.   We   also   know   that  

urban   areas   tend   to   have   an   increased   incidence   of   hip   fractures   versus   rural   areas.   Is  

that   loss   of   bone   mineral   density   following   a   hip   fracture   attributed   to   decreased  
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activity   and   mechanical   loading   of   that   lower   extremity,   either   via   muscle   or   weight  

bearing,   or   is   there   some   other   component   that   we   need   to   consider   as   far   as   in   that  

osteoporotic   clientele?   Talk   a   bit   about   wrist   fractures   because   this   should   definitely   be  

a   red   flag   for   those   especially   that   are   either   younger   older   adults   or   even   just  

middle-aged   adults.   If   there   is   a   wrist   fracture   it's   usually   due   to   a   fall   on   an  

outstretched   arm   but   it   should   be   considered   a   red   flag   for   the   possible   risk   of  

osteoporosis   and   increased   cortical   bone   loss.   Especially   when   this   occurs   in   older  

adults.   In   a   younger   adult   you   might   start   that   discussion   of   you   know   looking   at   the  

other   risk   factors,   possible   co-morbidities,   or   lifestyle.   Keeping   in   the   fore   the   fact   that  

they   had   a   fracture   and   is   osteoporosis   eminent?   We   talked   a   lot   about   the   implications  

of   a   sedentary   lifestyle   and   we've   certainly   seen   how   the   depiction   of   the   frailty  

cascade   and   looking   at   an   exercise   as   a   deterrent   to   osteoporosis,   so   let's   now  

consider   what   is   the   real   link   between   osteoporosis   and   exercise   or   lack   there   of?   

 

Again   as   I   said   in   the   beginning   we   don't   yet   have   enough   research   in   these   areas,   but  

the   research   as   far   as   exercise   and   bone   density,   and   certainly   bone   formation   is  

compelling.   We're   gonna   start   with   that   whole   starting   point   of   mechanical   loading.   We  

know   that   loading   produces   a   thickening   of   the   trabecular   and   cortical   bone   and   so  

just   basically   improves   bone   density.   The   mechanical   stimulation   of   bone   and   listen   to  

this   because   this   sounds   like   a   mechanical   stimulation   actually   produces   a   loss   of  

bone,   but   the   mechanical   stimulation   of   bone   really   inhibits   that   production   sclerostin  

by   the   osteocytes.   

 

Sclerostin   is   a   component   of   bone   resorption   so   if   we   can   decrease   that   process   it's  

associated   with   cortical   bone   thickening.   Mechanical   stimulation   is   associated   with  

cortical   bone   thickening   and   that's   the   point   that   we   really   wanna   think   in   terms   of  

improving   bone   density.   Physical   activity   improves   muscle   strength,   flexibility,  

coordination,   balance,   reaction   time,   and   endurance.   Really   truly   to   date   there   is   no  

one   physical   training   program   for   post-menopausal   women   that   is   effective   in  
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significantly   increasing   bone   mass.   The   combination   of   aerobic   programs,   resistance  

training   programs,   significantly   decreases   bone   loss.   So   we   want   to   think   in   terms   of,  

remember   we're   set   up   at   the   post-menopausal   state   to   be   drastically   losing   bone   and  

muscle   mass.   If   we   can   slow   that   process   down   of   bone   loss,   we're   certainly   in   the  

chips   as   they   say   in   maintaining   bone   strength.   Looking   at   osteoporosis   and   exercise  

guidelines.   A   real   word   around   exercise   is   we   know   that   the   primary   component   of  

bone   mass   is   developed   in   adolescence,   so   if   we   think   of   this   process   as   maybe   a  

pediatric   disease   that   just   manifests   itself   in   older   age.   We   wanna   look   in   terms   of   what  

specifically   we're   doing   exercise   wise   to   be   as   efficient   as   possible   in   managing   muscle  

strength   and   hopefully   incurring   improved   bone   mass   or   at   least   slowing   down   that  

losing   process.   These   next   five   slides   regarding   exercise,   they've   been   taken   from   the  

Canadian   Too   Fit   To   Fracture   Program   and   this   continues   to   be   on   the   forefront   of  

research   and   establishing   specific   exercises   and   guidelines   that   improve   strength,  

posture,   and   actual   height   for   those   with   osteoporosis.   

 

I   will   add   too   that   in   taking   their   program   they   ask   you   to   use   their   research   with  

reckless   abandon   as   long   as   you   give   them   credit.   Please   understand   that   these   next  

five   slides   are   directly   from   the   Canadian   Too   Fit   To   Fracture   Protocol.   This   group   also  

has   provided   exercises   that   are   well   researched,   proven   to   have   a   positive   effect,   and  

as   of   2015   they   developed   a   taskforce   from   the   Canadian   Institute   of   Health   Research  

and   published   an   outcomes   of   an   ADELPHI   study   including   specific   recommendations  

for   those   with   osteoporosis,   those   with   osteoporosis   who   have   sustained   or   not  

sustained   vertebral   fractures.   If   you're   wanting   more   information   on   that   it   is   number  

five   in   your   references.   These   are   from   their   research   and   they   are   precisely   related   to  

land,   they   have   done   no   water   research   but   we   are   going   to   utilize   them   when   we   talk  

about   the   water.   We'll   utilize   them   in   our   water   discussion.   These   are   exercise   protocols  

that   are   specifically   involved   with   the   muscles   that   attach   to   the   lumbar   spine,   and   so  

far   they   have   shown   pretty   positive   results.   The   majority   of   osteoporotic   individuals   are  

deconditioned.   That's   a   given.   When   we   talk   about   mechanical   loading   we   wanna  
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maybe   consider   mechanical   limitations   imposed   on   respiratory   muscle   function   with   a  

severely   kyphotic   individual.   Also   limiting   their   initial   work   loads   and   we   also   wanna  

think   in   terms   that   balance   may   be   altered   due   to   their   kyphosis.   Lastly,   we   also   need  

to   stress   that   no   exercise   is   without   a   risk,   but   do   extension   exercises   with   appropriate  

posture   and   to   that   end   I   put   in   this   individual   who   is   78   years   old   and   is   incredibly  

strong   and   is   showing   us   poor   posture   with   this   exercise.   When   we   talk   about  

guidelines   as   far   as   the   spine   we   want   to   make   sure   we   are   limiting   repeated   and  

sustained   end-range   rapid/forceful   motions   or   combinations   thereof.   It's   the   rapid,  

forcefulness   and   end-range   that   we   want   to   avoid.   They   are   recommending   mid-range  

flexion,   extension,   rotation,   and   side   bending.   

 

Obviously   we   want   these   to   be   pain   free.   We   wanna   be   able   to   in   our   program   reduce  

the   cumulative   effect   of   flexion   and   slouching.   Remember   that   so   many   of   these   folks  

spend   the   rest   of   their   day   in   a   flexed   or   slouched   position   that   we   really   want   to   work  

to   minimize   that   flex   posture.   Then   we   want   to   spend   a   great   deal   of   time   with   the  

ergonomic   piece,   especially   if   we're   lowering   heavy   objects   to   the   ground   or   lifting   over  

our   head.   Especially   if   one   is   kyphotic.   

 

We   need   to   modify   those   movement   patterns.   Then   for   the   hip,   absolutely   no   forced  

end-range   ballistics   and   they're   saying   if   an   individual   is   osteoporotic   that   is   critical,   no  

forced   end-range   ballistics   for   hip   motions.   When   we   talk   about   the   osteoporotic  

individual   who   has   not   yet   sustained   a   fracture   and   has   been   diagnosed   maybe   just  

from   a   routine   DXA   we   can   engage   in   multi-component   exercises.   Certainly   resistance  

and   balance   training.   We   wanna   think   in   terms   of   weight   bearing   activities   most   often  

and   then   Canadian   group   puts   a   high   emphasis   on   weight   bearing   activities.   We   wanna  

think   in   terms   of   progressive   resistance   training   that   is   designed   really   to   increase  

muscle   strength   and   we   want   to   base   that   on   a   Rated   Perceived   Exertion   scale.   A   10  

point   Rated   Perceived   Exertion   scale,   maximizing   the   workout   between   the   intensity   of  

five   to   eight   out   of   10.   If   you're   considering   eight   out   of   10,   that's   serious   intensity   and  
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working   at   that,   looking   at   also   having   those   exercise   be   progressive,   not   the   same  

thing   every   time.   As   far   as   balance   training   it   should   be   about   two   hours   a   week   or  

about   20   minutes   per   day.   Again   it   should   be   varied.   Then   the   daily   exercises   we  

wanna   think   in   terms   of   increasing   muscle   endurance   of   those   spinal   extensors.   That   is  

truly   our   goal.   It   will   improve   posture,   it   will   improve   gait,   it   will   improve   balance.   When  

we   talk   about   the   osteoporotic   individual   who   has   sustained   a   fracture,   we're   looking   at  

150   minutes   a   week   of   moderate   intensity   aerobic   activity   in   bouts   of   about   10   minutes  

or   more.   Progressive   resistance   training,   two   to   three   times   a   week   and   engaged  

increasing   muscle   strength   with   real   emphasis   on   alignment   and   form.   Strengthening   in  

absolute   perfect   alignment.   Balance   training,   two   hours   a   week   for   20   minutes   a   day.  

We   wanna   look   at   daily   exercises   that   increase   muscle   endurance   for   spine   extensors  

as   we   talked   about   before.   We   wanna   be   able   to   perform   exercises   in   different  

positions   where   the   spine   is   loaded,   is   least   loaded,   so   we   can   look   at   in   supine   greater  

than   standing,   greater   than   sitting.   

 

We   can   load   the   spine,   but   we   need   to   think   of   positional   and   oftentimes   we   put   folks  

that   are   at   high   risk   in   a   sitting   position   and   just   say   we   can   work   from   there,   but   we  

really   need   to   rethink   that   relative   to   this   Canadian   study.   I've   put   together,   this   is   from  

their   work   and   this   is   a   summary   of   land-based   exercises   and   looking   at   the   exercises  

how   often   per   week,   how   hard   should   I   start,   and   some   examples   of   training  

techniques.   When   we   look   at   this,   this   chart   really   depicts   intensity   too   and   I   just   like   to  

mention   briefly   intensity.   If   we're   talking   about   that   five   to   eight   out   of   10   rated  

perceived   exertion,   which   is   their   ideal.   For   those   who   may   have   been   very   sedentary,  

we   need   to   start   at   a   lower   RPE   and   think   of   progressing   to   that   five   to   eight   range  

because   exercise   itself   might   be   intimidating.   Also,   if   I'm   a   risk   to   fall,   either   I   know   I  

have   balance   issues   or   possibly   you   as   the   therapist   have   told   me   I   have   balance  

issues.   I   am   very,   very   concerned   with   falling   above   anything   else.   I   can   still   effect   a  

very   intense   program   but   I   need   to   be   safe.   So   when   we   talked   about   positions   as   we  

did   earlier   I   can   do   a   great   deal   of   work   early   on   in   a   decreased   range   getting   me   up   to  
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speed   and   then   making   it   more   rigorous   as   the   person   progresses.   We've   got   just   a  

great   regiment   here   and   we   can   effectively   use   this   for   land   no   problem   and   also   we're  

gonna   talk   a   little   bit   about   it   for   the   water.   This   is   a   study   by   Moreira   and   I   am   gonna  

tell   you   too   that   this   is   again   a   land   study   and   what   they   wanted   to   do   is   they   wanted   to  

look   at   the   effects   of   strength   and   power   training   on   physical   function   for   that  

community-dwelling   older   adult.   This   is   land,   later   on   we   will   see   one   for   the   water.  

What   they   did,   this   is   a   systematic   review   with   a   meta-analysis   and   they   looked   at  

various   types   of   exercise   modalities   and   what   they   consolidated   the   information   to   find  

is   that   power   training   is   more   effective   than   strength   training   to   improve   whole   body  

physical   function.   

 

The   power   group   performed   less   absolute   total   work   then   the   strength   training   group,  

excuse   me,   I'm   sorry   I'm   on   the   slide   before.   They   worked   in   the   70-90%   one   R-M   and  

they   talked   about   working   at   high   speeds.   The   high   speed   component   is   relative   is   that  

it   equates   to   constant   motion   versus   no   ballistic   motion.   They   took   very   different  

exercises   and   just   summarized   the   results   from   various   studies.   The   one   thing   that   was  

not   included   in   this   study   but   I   have   put   it   in   red   here   regarding   the   whole   body  

vibration   is   that   we   have   since   found   that   whole   body   vibration   is   a   drastic   risk   to   both  

total   knee   and   total   hip   replacements   and   increases   the   pain   for   those   with   spinal  

stenosis.   

 

Whole   body   vibration,   even   though   it   was   discussed   in   this   systematic   review,   I   would  

say   that   would   probably   be   something   that   I   would   not   ever   encourage   someone   to  

utilize.   Even   though   there   is   actual   improvement   in   bone   mineral   density   using   whole  

vibration.   With   this   study   with   Missko   and   all   this   is   the   effects   of   strength   and   power  

training   and   that's   what   I   alluded   to   earlier,   my   apology.   What   they   did   again,   this   is  

land   and   these   are   community-dwelling   older   adults.   They   found   that   power   training   is  

more   effective   then   strength   training   to   improve   that   whole   body   function.   If   you   think  

about   the   older   adult   what   we   lose   early   is   the   type   two   fibers   and   that   equates   to  
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power.   So   if   I   can   improve   the   type   two   fiber   activation   utilizing   power   training,   I'm  

probably   at   a   advantage   relative   to   function.   The   power   group   actually   did   less  

absolute   total   work,   less   time   than   the   strength   training   group,   but   they   found   that   that  

was   as   far   as   function   was   more   effective.   As   far   as   velocity   of   movement   and   intensity  

of   exercise   this   had   a   greater   impact   on   physical   performance   than   total   work.   If   I   can  

make   it   a   little   more   intense   and   where   appropriate   velocity,   I   probably   can   be   more  

efficient   in   my   training.   The   power   training   group   was   able   to   perform   tasks   faster  

probably   because   they   trained   for   greater   and   faster   neuro   activation.   

 

Then   finally   the   strength   training   group   was   able   to   carry   more   weight   post   training.  

That's   important.   With   Senderovich   study   they   reviewed   types   of   exercises   that   can  

prevent   osteoporosis.   This   was   interesting   because   they   took   various   regiments   and  

determined   each   one's   affect   on   bone   mineral   density.   Just   as   a   quick   summary   the  

high   impact   improved   femoral   neck   bone   mineral   density.   That   improves   skeletal  

integrity   but   these   are   pre-menopausal   women   in   that   particular   segment.   

 

For   the   high   intensity   progressive   training   there   was   improved   vertebral   height   and  

functional   performance   for   both   the   lumbar   spine   and   femoral   neck   bone   mineral  

density   in   the   post-menopausal   woman.   For   walking   alone,   the   post-menopausal  

women   after   walking   seven   days   shows   a   decrease   in   DPT.   This   is   a   byproduct   of   bone  

resorption,   so   it   mirrors   bone   resorption   and   this   is   a   real   positive   piece   because   it  

shows   that   it   can   decrease   that   resorption   hoping   to   maximize   formation.   Then   Tai-Chi  

over   a   long   period   actually   increased   femoral   bone   mineral   density.   So   those   are   all  

components   that   if   we're   looking   at   the   exercises   we   really   wanna   think   in   terms   of  

what   can   we   effectively   change   for   our   osteoporotic   individual.   Lastly   the   concerns  

regarding   the   land-based   exercises.   We   are   able   to   change   some   things   positively   but  

we   always   need   to   be   aware   of   the   fact   that   an   excessively   kyphotic   individual   might  

have   balance   issues   and   might   have   decreased   standing   ability.   Secondly,   that   there's  

an   alteration   in   posture   which   alters   spine   loading   and   that   may   effectively   equal   an  
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increase   in   vertebral   fracture   risk.   We   wanna   look   at   altered   posture   muscle   control  

with   kyphosis   that   makes   that   prolonged   standing   hard.   There   might   be   a   pain  

component   that   we   want   to   address   and   looking   at   exercises   that   challenge   balance  

also   place   an   individual   at   an   increased   fall   risk.   Then   finally   power   moves   that   are  

indicative   of   improved   strength   and   function   also   can   increase   the   fracture   risk.  

Particularly   at   the   vertebral   spine,   not   to   mention   the   increased   risk   of   falls.   When   we  

think   of   the   concerns   of   land,   perhaps   we   can   minimize   these   concerns   putting  

someone   in   the   water.   That's   where   we're   going.   Looking   at   water   and   talking   about  

the   effects   of   water   we're   taking   what   we've   learned   about   the   reasons   for   training   with  

an   osteoporotic   individual,   it's   sequelae,   what   changes   in   lifestyle,   and   how   we   can  

improve   one's   bone   loss.   Those   specific   exercises   that   maximize   positive   effects   on  

bone   and   now   we're   ready   to   put   it   all   together   and   address   that   osteoporotic   client   in  

the   water.   We're   gonna   start   with   how   to   think   about   this   and   move   from   there.   If   we're  

looking   at   defending   why   we've   put   an   individual   in   the   water,   and   the   use   of   water   in  

the   management   of   osteoporosis.   

 

We   wanna   consider   these   next   three   questions,   both   during   our   initial   eval   and   we  

wanna   keep   them   close   to   us   throughout   our   treatment   program   because   there's   much  

to   dissuade   the   use   of   aquatic   interventions   and   there   are   also   insurances   that   are   very  

willing   to   deny   it   for   the   simple   reason   that   you   don't   have   that   weight   bearing   load.   If  

I'm   putting   someone   in   the   water   I   need   to   consider,   can   this   client   perform   something  

that   she   or   he   cannot   do   on   land?   It   might   be   a   safety   consideration.   There   might   be  

decreased   pain   in   the   water.   We   might   be   able   to   elicit   positive   postural   and   balance  

changes   by   just   the   assistance   that   we   get   in   the   water.   That's   our   first   question.   Our  

second   one   is,   is   the   water   an   appropriate   medium   for   this   client,   at   this   time   in   the  

rehab?   I   bring   it   up   this   way   because   if   we   look   at   an   individual   who   has   maybe   a  

recent   fracture,   six   weeks   post   fracture.   Still   has   pain   with   loading,   so   we   put   them   in  

the   water   where   they're   unloaded,   initiate   some   strength   training.   They're   doing   well,  

we   can   take   them   back   to   land   and   improve   their   strength   and   maybe   work   on   some  
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balance,   et   cetera.   Then   looking   at   possibly   increasing   the   intensity   going   back   to   the  

water   initially   because   of   the   viscosity   of   the   water.   I   can   utilize   it.   It's   individually  

controlled.   A   whole   host   of   good   things   there,   but   we   wanna   make   sure   that   it's  

appropriate   at   this   particular   time   in   the   rehab   process.   Then   is   there   a   plan   in   place   to  

transition   that   person   to   land?   Meaning   does   the   individual   understand   that   using  

objective   testing   or   functional   upgrades   that   once   you've   accomplished   those,   we're  

going   back   to   land.   Or   perhaps   are   you   utilizing   water   as   the   most   appropriate   exercise  

venue   from   here   moving   forward?   At   this   point   I   am   working   in   a   class   situation   where  

everyone   is   moderately   to   severely   osteoporotic   and   I'm   not   worrying   about   them  

falling.   I   know   they're   supported   because   of   the   viscosity   of   the   water   and   they   can  

work   at   their   own   intensity.   

 

Maybe   it's   a   place   where   I   now   realize   this   is   where   I   can   exercise   efficiently.   Keeping  

those   three   questions   in   mind   we   want   to   move   on   to   be   able   to   defend   water   and  

addressing   the   osteoporotic   individual.   Understand   that   water   is   not   an   extension   of  

land,   so   it's   critical   that   we   consider   the   unique   physical   properties   of   water   and  

incorporate   these   into   our   treatment,   and   equally   our   justification   of   this   intervention.  

As   we   consider   specific   exercises   bear   in   mind   how   the   changing   environment   impacts  

your   goals.   

 

These   next   four   slides   will   try   and   assist   you   in   actualizing   the   goals   that   you   have   set.  

Decreased   weight   bearing,   you   may   have   considered   putting   them   in   the   water   to  

decrease   the   pain   through   either   the   hip   or   the   spine,   or   possibly   just   because   they're  

more   supported   in   the   water,   multiple   pain   sites.   We   know   that   as   far   as   balance   the  

water   assists   us   because   of   the   viscosity   or   the   thickness   of   the   water.   It   gives   us  

significantly   decreased   fall   risk   and   if   we   do   lose   our   balance,   almost   no   risk   to   injury.  

We   can   improve   our   balance   strategies   because   we   have   these   unpredictable  

perturbations   throughout   the   water.   Anytime   another   person   moves,   that's   a  

perturbation   that   I   didn't   expect.   The   sensory   cues   are   improved   due   to   viscosity   and  
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hydrostatic   pressure.   I   might   be   more   aware   of   where   my   foot   is   or   how   my   leg   is  

responding   to   a   movement,   then   I   would   be   on   land.   I   have   an   opportunity   to   enclose  

chain,   strengthen   lower   extremities,   and   it   might   be   much   better   tolerated.   Also,  

because   my   balance   may   be   off   I   am   less   willing   to   do   anything   closed   chain   activities  

on   land,   where   I   can   in   the   water.   When   we   consider   water   again   with   the   balance   just  

continuing   on   that   balance   spectrum.   We   can   challenge   one's   center   of   mass   and   their  

boundaries   safely   and   we'll   be   able   to   develop   strategies   to   maintain   that   balance   very  

safely.   I   can   practice   and   push   my   boundaries,   if   you   will,   and   know   that   I'm   not   at   a  

risk   to   fall.   Also,   because   I   don't   have   the   fear   of   falling   that   is   not   deterrent   in   my  

balance   training.   If   I'm   talking   about   strength   training   and   using   the   water   for   that,  

couple   things   are   important.   First   of   all,   it's   all   self   selected   speeds   that   can   provide  

that   regulation   for   resistance.   If   I'm   thinking,   "Oh   this   is   too   hard."   Perhaps   I   can   slow   it  

down   in   the   water   myself   and   understand   that   I   can   still   work.   We   can   promote  

tri-planar   resistance   easily   which   equates   to   move   functional   training.   

 

Also   with   the   strength   training   we'll   see   in   a   minute   that   we   can   drastically   increase   the  

intensity   and   elicit   some   ballistics   without   worrying   about   end-range   danger.   As   far   as  

flexibility   in   defending   why   I've   put   someone   in   the   pool,   I   can   provide   great   flexibility  

exercises   at   no   risk   to   fracture   using   buoyancy   equipment   and   I   just   need   to  

understand   how   to   do   that   safely.   Those   are   all   things   that   I   can   defend   why   I've   put  

someone   in   the   pool.   I   also   have   the   postural   support   and   that   is   certainly  

depth-specific,   so   as   someone   becomes   stronger   I   can   move   them   more   shallow.  

Water   requires   assistance   in   managing   that   anterior   and   posterior   reaction   forces.   I  

need   to   understand   that   depending   on   how   I   move   that   individual,   I   may   actually   be  

creating   some   postural   deformation.   Especially   if   I'm   asking   them   to   move   forward   with  

resistance   and   we   certainly   see   some   flexion   effect   there,   but   if   I   have   somebody   move  

sideways   I   can   elicit   good   trunk   response   and   I   have   the   postural   support   to   keep   them  

as   upright   as   possible.   Then   lastly,   the   aerobic   training,   I   can   do   that   from   a   standing  

supine/prone   position   or   seated   position   and   without   risk   to   the   spine.   The   risk   as   far  
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as   aerobic   training   for   the   osteoporotic   individual   is   as   far   as   the   individual   that   has   had  

multiple   thoracic   vertebral   fractures   has   significantly   decreased   lung   volume.   So  

breathing   might   be   harder   to   the   point   where   we   need   to   move   them   to   a   depth   of  

waist   deep   or   less.   Thinking   in   terms   of   high   intensity   or   interval   power   training   which   is  

very   specific   to   function.   I   can   utilize   power   training   with   less   post   treatment   muscle  

soreness   and   we   know   that   from   significant   research   for   the   older   adult   even   into   the  

elite   athlete   that   ballistic   training   and   high   power   training   is   less   painful   post   treatment.  

I   can   initiate   training   for   directional   changes   quickly,   starts   and   stops,   and   dynamic  

balance   that   is   associated   with   ADLs   easily   in   the   water   and   without   the   risk   for   falling.  

The   one   point   I'll   make   here   is   I   have   assistance   in   stopping   in   the   water.   I   do   not   have  

that   in   land.   

 

So   if   I'm   doing   starts   and   stops   I   want   to   make   sure   that   maybe   it's   to   a   target   or   to  

speed   reps   per   time   because   I   really   want   to   make   sure   that   I   am   training   positively  

versus   just   being   able   to   initiate   that.   If   I   have   individuals   that   say   won't   step   forward   or  

sideways,   this   is   a   nice   way   to   initiate   that   training.   I'm   able   to   initiate   neuromuscular  

programs   for   quick   movements,   without   the   risk   of   falling.   Just   as   a   very   gross   picture  

here   when   we   talk   about   our   global   picture.   When   we   talk   about   this,   individuals   into  

their   80s   and   90s   can   run   in   the   water.   That   quick   movement   training   we   probably  

wouldn't   risk   it   on   land.   

 

So   again,   defending   why   I've   put   someone   in   the   water.   The   greater   intensity   in   shallow  

water   for   activities   that   had   had   weight   bearing,   so   I   can   adjust   that   weight   bearing   a  

bit.   I   can   also   do   it   with   speed.   When   we   think   in   terms   of   the   physiological  

adaptations,   we   know   that   our   osteoporotic   individual   may   in   fact   come   with   us   with  

multiple   co-morbidities.   So   just   immersing   someone   in   the   pool   without   movement,   we  

know   that   there   is   a   sustained   decreased   blood   pressure   hours   post   aquatic   exercise.  

That   may   be   huge   to   the   individual   that   is   hypertensive.   We   know   that   there   is   an   eight  

to   13   beats   per   minute   decrease   in   heart   rate   with   immersion.   That   may   be   critical   to  
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someone   that   has   heart   related   condition.   We   know   that   there   is   improved   ventilation  

because   of   the   hydrostatic   pressures   response   on   the   diaphragm.   What   happens   is  

you   have   pressure   on   those   diaphragmatic   muscles   that   makes   one   work   harder   to  

breath   and   so   it   actually   promotes   improved   inhalation   and   muscular   strength.  

However,   the   individual   that   has   a   severely   decreased   inspiratory   capacity,   and   that   we  

see   in   the   very   frail   osteoporotic   individual   water   might   actually   be   contraindicated.   So  

we   need   to   be   aware   of   that.   Then   we   know   that   we   have   decreased   peripheral   edema  

as   well.   My   goals   with   my   program   I   wanna   try   and   increase   muscle   mass,   strength,  

power,   to   stave   off   frailty.   I   wanna   be   able   to   protect   the   spine   but   increase   extensor  

strength.   I   want   to   slow   that   rate   of   bone   loss   either   using   aerobic   activity   or   increasing  

my   functional   strength.   I   want   to   be   able   to   practice   transitional   movements   and  

functional   movements   safely   which   might   be   those   start/stops,   sit-to-stands,   stepping  

laterally   or   stepping   backwards.   I   want   to   work   to   prevent   falls   so   I   might   be   doing   that  

by   increasing   lower   extremity   strength   or   providing   biomechanical   progressions   for  

better   balance.   

 

I   want   to   have   a   consistently   good   alignment   in   my   patients   that   will   provide   for   better  

training   on   land.   When   I   plan   an   aquatic   activity   I   wanna   think   of   the   weight   bearing  

specifics,   I   want   to   think   of   the   current   condition   of   my   patient,   so   I've   already   done   via  

objective   testing   and   physical   test   indicators.   I   wanna   look   in   terms   of   dosing,   so   I  

might   be   using   rated   perceived   exertion,   I   might   be   using   heart   rate.   I   might   be   using   a  

land-based   one   rep   max   depending   on   what   your   choice   is   and   I   also   wanna   look   at  

the   risks   that   are   involved   with   an   aquatic   program.   The   locker   room   is   a   much   greater  

risk,   and   walking   from   the   locker   room   to   the   pool.   So   I   want   to   make   sure   that   I've   put  

that   in   my   plan.   I   want   to   be   able   to   recognize   that   there   are   depth   specifics   that   I   need  

to   be   aware   of   for   my   patient.   Certainly   my   patients   co-morbidities   and   I   want   to   be  

able   to   manage   the   posture   alterations   so   I   can   decrease   their   fracture   risk.   When   we  

talk   about   weight   bearing   this   is   just   a   chart   to   substantiate   that   when   there   is  

drastically   altered   weight   bearing   as   with   immersion.   So   if   I   am   at   a   depth   up   to   my  
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cervical   C-7   I'm   only   bearing   maybe   10%   of   my   body   weight   if   I'm   standing.   This   might  

mean   nothing   except   for   the   patient   that   has   a   great   deal   of   pain.   If   I'm   at   my   xyphoid  

or   at   the   A-S-I-S,   I'm   still   standing   with   drastically   decreased   weight   bearing   through  

those   joints.   Again,   I   wanna   look   at   if   I'm   doing   slow   paced   ambulation   exercises  

there's   a   significant   increase   in   my   weight   bearing   status.   What   is   not   available   here   is  

if   I   get   into   very   intense   exercises,   I   could   drastically   be   increasing   that   weight   bearing  

to   even   more   than   100%   of   my   body   weight.   We   have   to   be   aware   of   that   and   we   just  

need   to   plan   for   that.   When   we   talk   about   dosing   and   certainly   this   is   in   the   front   and  

center   of   all   of   our   training.   We   know   that   the   level   of   intensity   is   linked   to   muscle  

activation   so   increasing   the   surface   area   using   a   piece   of   equipment   as   this   woman   has  

on   her   hands,   increases   the   force   output.   Which   is   the   muscle   activation.   If   I   change  

the   lever   arm,   it   changes   activation.   If   I   increase   the   cadence   or   tempo   of   an   activity   I  

could   increase   muscle   activation.   

 

The   tools   I   might   use   for   dosing   I   can   use   a   surface   EMG   which   is   not   efficient   and  

depending   on   how   good   one   is   in   recognizing   where   muscles   are,   it   might   not   be  

accurate   either,   but   we   see   it   more   and   more   in   the   literature.   I   might   just   use   heart   rate  

or   I   might   use   the   rated   perceived   exertion   scale.   Whatever   is   easiest   for   you   or   more  

efficient   for   you   and   your   patient.   When   I   talk   about   resistance   training   specifically  

we're   looking   at   the   hypertrophic   effect   diminishes   as   we   become   more   trained   and  

that's   pretty   much   a   given.   Certainly   the   gender   factor   is   obvious   and   detraining   begins  

at   about   72   hours   post   exercise.   So   when   we   begin   that   sedentary   status   72   hours  

later   we're   seeing   a   detraining   effect.   Specific   to   the   older   adult   we   know   that   one   to  

two   percent   of   our   muscle   mass   is   lost   annually   after   age   60   and   about   three   percent  

annually   after   age   50   rather   and   three   percent   after   age   60.   That   oftentimes   with   the  

older   adult   there   is   a   chronic   inflammatory   process   going   on   that   compromises   muscle  

protein   metabolism.   The   elderly   require   greater   weekly   minimum   training   doses   to  

maintain   their   muscle   strength   because   we're   losing   it   annually   as   we   age.   We   lose  

muscle   fibers   greater   in   the   type   two   than   type   one   fibers.   Again   speaking   to   that   quick  
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movement   we   lose   those   more   drastically   as   we   age   then   the   muscle   fibers   that   are  

low   grade   endurance   type   fibers.   Looking   at   volume,   intensity,   and   frequency   we   have  

guidelines   from   ACSM   and   that's   heart   rate   and   we   need   to   factor   in   the   beats   per  

minute   lost   on   land.   If   we   are   working   an   individual   in   the   water   we   wanna   keep   them  

at   a   heart   rate   that   they   would   be   at   on   land.   If   we're   talking   about   that   very   light   to  

very   hard   ratio.   Last   few   considerations   then   we'll   get   into   two   studies   with   the   water   is  

first   of   all   viscosity   or   the   thickness   of   the   water   makes   water   a   very   useful  

strengthening   medium.   Doubling   the   speed   of   an   action   in   the   water   requires   eight  

times   the   power   to   continue   that   motion.   

 

Resistance   in   the   water   becomes   zero   immediately   upon   cessation   of   a   motion.   It  

provides   actually   for   patient   control   of   the   force.   That   could   be   good   or   bad   depending  

on   if   the   individual   is   resistant   to   working.   When   we   have   turbulent   flow   it   increases   as  

a   log   of   the   function   of   velocity.   The   math   on   that   is   incredible   but   suffice   it   to   say   that  

if   I'm   working   against   turbulence   that   increases   and   is   maintained   that   turbulence   until  

there   is   cessation   of   motion.   The   faster   the   movement   equals   to   greater   drag   because  

of   this   turbulent   flow,   this   log   of   the   function.   Intensity   can   be   varied   in   the   water   via   the  

speed   of   the   motion,   the   surface   area,   and   the   range   of   motion   of   your   activity.   

 

You   have   a   lot   of   ways   to   adjust   the   specificity   of   your   workout   to   the   individual   that  

you're   treating.   When   we   talk   about   balance   we   can   increase   stability   by   increasing   the  

speed   of   our   weight   shifts   and   we   can   certainly   do   directional   changes   predictable   to  

unpredictable.   We   can   do   spatial   challenges,   we   can   do   obstacles   courses   in   the   water  

as   well.   We   can   do   those   for   speed   and   time.   I   can   change   the   base   of   support   easily  

in   the   water   without   the   risk   to   fall   and   I   can   add   resistance   such   as   in   a   lower  

extremity   exercise   that   can   offset   balance.   I   can   alter   the   buoyancy   which   drastically  

offsets   balance.   Depending   on   what   I   wanna   do,   I   have   many   tools   to   do   that.   This   is  

an   option   and   I   would   use   this   with   caution.   We   can   certainly   do   things   eyes   open   and  

progress   to   eyes   closed,   and   I   may   not   try   that   except   in   an   individual   who's   very  
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comfortable   in   the   water   and   cognitively   sound.   I'm   not   sure   why   I'm   not   advancing  

here   but   there   we   go.   This   first   study,   I   put   this   in.   Interesting   study,   it's   by  

Chaves-Averio   and   it   compares   the   effect   of   water   or   land   intervention   to   postural  

control.   The   operant   word   is   postural   control.   They   took   36   post-menopausal   women,  

they   tested   them   using   the   TUG   and   the   Berg   test.   They   did   a   12   week,   two   times   a  

week   exercise   protocol   devised   by   a   physical   therapist   where   the   land   exercises   were  

used   in   the   water.   What   they   found   is   there   was   a   significant   decrease   in   mediolateral  

postural   sway   in   quiet   stance   for   the   water   folks.   There   was   an   increased   time   for  

tandem   and   single   leg   stands   which   is   great   and   obviously   there   was   no   significant  

change   in   any   of   the   parameters   for   the   water   exercise   group.   What   I   will   tell   you   about  

this   I   have   two   questions   regarding   this   study.   They   had   insignificant   changes   but   no  

significant   changes   for   the   water   exercise   group.   

 

All   of   these   subjects   were   independent,   community-dwelling   adults.   I   question   the  

pretest   because   neither   the   Berg   nor   the   TUG   actually   work   with   mediolateral  

parameters.   While   those   are   predictors   of   fall   risk   these   tests   don't   test   for   that.   I'm  

concerned   about   the   tests   and   I'm   concerned   also   about   the   fact   that   the   water  

interventions   was   basically   using   land-based   exercises.   I   think   the   water   in   this  

particular   study   I   put   this   in   intentionally   because   I   think   it   substantiates   that   fact   that  

we   absolutely   need   to   use   the   water   and   it's   medium   independent   of   thinking   about  

land   exercises.   That   was   an   interesting   study   and   this   next   one   hopefully   will   renew  

your   faith   in   the   water.   This   Pernambuco   study   took   the   effects   of   aquatic   exercise   and  

bone   mineral   density.   Looking   at   osteoclastic   activity   and   functional   anatomy   in   older  

women.   It's   67   post-menopausal   women   and   they   did   eight   months.   So   that's   a   long  

time.   They   used   a   50   minute   session   and   had   warmup   session   of   five   minutes   and   then  

they   did   five   phases   of   aerobic   activity,   strengthening,   jumping,   strengthening   upper  

and   lower.   There   were   five   phases   per   bout   of   exercise   and   what   the   protocol  

substantiated   was   the   fact   that   these   individual   per   bout   of   exercise   they   tried   to  

increase   the   intensity.   What   they   found   is   there   was   a   significant   improvement   noted   in  
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aquatic   exercise   with   respect   to   the   functional   battery   of   tests.   Which   included   the   10  

meter   gait   speed   test,   the   five   time   sit-to-stand,   the   walk   test   with   stops   and   starts,  

and   dressing   with   standing   in   a   semi-tandem   stance.   They   also   found   that   there   was  

improved   bone   mineral   density   was   noted   although   it   wasn't   statistically   different   for   L2  

through   L4   or   the   femoral   neck.   There   was   also   increased   level   of   the   serum  

osteoclastin   which   is   important   because   that   substantiates   the   idea   of   bone   formation  

versus   resorption.   In   this   eight   month   study   the   exercise   program   can   improve   the  

osteoclastin   levels,   although   there   was   not   a   significant   change   in   bone   mineral  

density.   That's   something   that   we   wanna   really   be   concerned   with.   In   the   last   study  

that   just   like   to   talk   about   it   was   the   same   gentleman   that   did   the   land,   this   is   now  

water.   

 

They   randomized   their   individuals   into   a   water   exercise   group   and   a   control   group,   24  

weeks   of   high   intensity   aquatic   exercise   and   they   looked   at   bone   remodeling   markers  

and   bone   mass.   In   this   particular   study   during   the   exercise   session   individuals   were  

instructed   to   perform   at   maximum   effort.   So   they   had   a   10   minute   warmup   and   they  

had   a   10   minute   stretching   and   balance,   but   the   other   40   minutes   were   to   be  

performed   at   maximal   effort.   

 

What   they   found   was   the   results   were   significant   for   lowering   the   serum   level   values  

which   are   markers   for   resorption.   That's   huge   and   while   there   was   no   bone   mineral  

difference   between   these   groups,   except   at   the   trochanter.   Which   showed   a   significant  

decrease   in   the   control   group.   The   water   exercise   group   showed   a   15.8   increase   in   the  

bone   formation   marker.   Which   is   the   P1NP   and   that's   huge.   So   what   the   authors   really  

substantiated   in   this   is   that   there   can   be   improvement   in   bone   metabolism   and   mass,  

but   it   wasn't   as   a   result   of   the   impact   of   the   exercise.   Which   because   they're   in   the  

water   that's   obvious,   it   was   a   consequence   of   the   intensity   of   the   resistance   muscle  

training   against   the   water   that   effected   that   positive   change.   Again,   speaking   to   that  

intensity   factor   if   we're   trying   desperately   to   improve   bone   strength   and   muscle  
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strength.   Looking   at   water   we   can   certainly   have   a   very   well   planned,   consistent   water  

exercise   program   that   is   marked   to   improve   bone   health   without   the   risks   that   are  

associated   with   land.   Namely   falls   and   the   higher   risk   for   fracture   if   we're   putting  

someone   in   an   intense   position.   We   also   wanna   recognize   that   it's   not   the   impact   in   the  

water,   the   weight   bearing   impact,   but   the   waters   resistance   that   is   improving   the   bone  

health.   And   that   the   individual   used   it   appropriately   when   we   talk   about   intensity.   We  

also   wanna   be   aware   of   though   that   the   research   for   land   weight   bearing   exercises   for  

the   human   is   also   inconsistent.   Then   we   can   in   the   water   provide   a   safe,   resistance  

type   program   that   can   train   toward   balance   assistance,   balance   improvement,   and  

improve   functional   improvements   with   a   power   training   component.   So,   it   does   have  

significant   functional   benefits   and   that's   the   beauty   of   aquatic   training   for   the  

osteoporotic   individual.   Kalista,   I'll   turn   it   over   to   you   if   there   are   questions.  

 

-   [Calista]   All   right,   well   I   don't   see   any   current   questions   in   there.   There   is   a   comment  

regarding   in   here   about   Dr.   Nagel   did   some   great   research   at   Pitt   on   aquatics   with  

swimmers   and   the   American   Red   Cross.   If   you   have   any   questions   for   Marty,   go   ahead  

and   place   those   in   our   question   and   answer   pod   here   and   she'll   be   happy   to   answer  

those.  

 

-   [Marty]   I   would   comment   too   about   the   Dr.   Nagel   research,   it   is   compelling   and   her  

research   has   a   significant   piece   on   intensity.   Thank   you   for   that   comment,   yes.   Also   if  

there   are   not   questions   I   would   strongly   encourage   an   individual   that   is   looking   toward  

the   water   as   a   tool,   if   you're   not   real   familiar   with   the   water,   get   in   and   try   it.   It   is   not  

efficient,   it   is   not   appropriate   to   just   take   land   based   exercises   and   say,   "Okay   we'll   do  

those   in   the   water."   The   water's   a   different   unique   medium   that   has   a   host   of   positive  

capabilities   that   we   can   use   to   our   benefit.   One   of   those   is   intensity.  

 

-   [Calista]   All   right   and   we   do   have   a   question   about   somebody   wanting   to   clarify  

question   number   10   on   the   quiz   today.  
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-   [Marty]   I   don't   have   the   quiz   in   front   of   me   but   if   you   can   give   me   the   question   I'll   be  

glad   to   clarify   that.  

 

-   [Calista]   Sure,   question   10   states,   "In   defending   "aquatic   interventions   for   an  

osteoporosis   client,   "which   of   the   following   statements   would   be   both   "accurate   and  

helpful   for   a   client   "to   feel   confident   in   its   benefits?"   A,   says   warm   water,   assist   and  

stimulating   bone   growth   due   to   its   thermal   neutral   effects.   B,   because   water   provides   a  

buoyancy   effect,   there   is   no   risk   for   spinal   fractures.   C,   water   can   provide   assistance   in  

managing   anterior   posterior   reaction   forces   as   postural   deformation   occurs   with  

movement   and   D,   there   is   no   fracture   risk   as   viscosity   provides   sufficient   force   to  

counteract   any   attempt   at   ballistic   movements.  

 

-   [Marty]   I'm   not   supposed   to   give   you   the   answer   but   I   would   certainly   say   we   had   no  

discussion   of   thermal   neutral   effects.   We   did   have   a   good   discussion   on   anterior  

posterior   effects   that   if   we   are   moving   we   can   minimize   fracture   risk   just   because   of   the  

fact   that   we've   got   viscosity.   Unless   we're   trying   to   do   something   with   a   great   deal   of  

resistance   or   power.   Think   in   terms   of   the   fracture   risk   in   the   water   you've   got   this   good  

support   of   viscosity,   the   thickness   of   the   water.   So   the   fracture   risk   is   really   there   is   not  

a   fracture   risk   in   the   water.   Around   the   pool,   yes   you   can   fall,   but   in   the   water   there   is  

not   a   fracture   risk.   Anterior   posterior   movements   though   we   need   to   think   in   terms   of   if  

there   is   any   anterior   movement   where   I'm   reaching.   Ballistically,   we   certainly   are   putting  

pressure   on   that   weakened   anterior   vertebral   body.   Hopefully   that   gave   you   the   answer.  

If   not,   you   can   certainly   give   her   my   email   and   I'll   address   it   further.  

 

-   [Calista]   We   have   one   more   question   here.   It   says,   have   you   tried   any   yoga   poses   in  

the   water?  
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-   [Marty]   Me   personally,   I   have   done   some   yoga   in   the   water   and   particularly   in  

standing   positions   where   an   individual   is   reaching   out   of   the   water   because   you   can  

drastically   impacting   the   back   extensors.   You   can   alter   and   modify   yoga   yes.   I   will   be  

very   honest   with   you,   I   did   not   find   research   that   in   any   way   addressing   strength   or  

posture   relative   to   yoga   in   the   water.   That   certainly   doesn't   mean   I   don't   use   it.   I   do,   but  

I   did   not   find   the   research   and   I   felt   uncomfortable   just   saying   "FYI   I'd   try   it."   You   know  

like   the   Warrior   Pose.   That   is   an   excellent   pose   because   I'm   putting   some   force  

through   those   extensors   and   I'm   working   those   extensors,   and   I'm   not   at   a   risk   to   fall.  

They're   other   yoga   moves,   but   yes   that's   a   great   question.   I   just   didn't   find   any  

research   to   substantiate   that.  

 

-   [Calista]   All   right,   well   I   don't   see   any   other   questions   so   we'll   go   ahead   and   wrap   it  

up   for   today.   Thank   you   so   much   Marty   for   presenting   again   for   us.  

 

-   [Marty]   Kalista   thank   you   so   much.   It   was   my   pleasure   and   my   honor.   Thank   you  

again.  

 

-   [Calista]   Thank   you   everyone   for   attending   and   I   hope   to   see   you   back   in   the  

classroom   real   soon.   Have   a   great   day   everyone.  
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